-INSIDENorthwestern snuck by
the UNH field hockey
team 1-0 yesterday. UNH
beat Maine 7-0 Saturday.
See story page 28.
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A hardcore festival was
held this past Sunday in
the Granite State Room
in the MUB, drawing fans
from all over NH. See
story page 17.
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F.r aternities
express anger

Fr.1tcrnity brothers pulling for charity last semester. Members of fraternities were angered
hy a recent article in Ms.magazine which accused fraternities of ·encouraging contempt for
,,·omen. (Karen Jewett photo)
·

Ethier: students· a priority
By Sherri L. White
to build," she said.
priorities. Ethier hopes to exWell into the dusk hours,
Add/ drop deadlines are also tend the time allotted for
behind a desk in a rather high on the presid~nt'_s list of add/ drop. The present deadline
crowded office in the basement
is for three weeks into the
of the MUB, sits Deanne Ethier.
semester. Ethier said she would
For those who don't recognize
like to see it extended to five
the name (freshmen, new stuweeks to give the students more
dents),,Ethier is the Student
of a chance to feel out classes
Body President of UNH. She
before making hasty decisions
deals with concerns of the
to drop a course.
students and heads the Student
"The extension would be.
Senate.
ETHIER, page 22
According to Ethier, "The
main problem to be deatt with
on the agenda is to develop
awareness of the Campus Shuttle System. This year the KariVan system is free to all students
carrying UNH ID cards.
Not many people are yet
aware of the new Campus Shuttle, and Ethier is waiting to feel
out how well . the system will
work. "It is too early to judge
the system and more time is
needed for student awareness Deane Ethier (File photo)

By Robert Arsenault
on unless you've been involved
Fraternities do not breed in a positive fraternity," said
contempt for women or foster Foy.
other unhealthy attitudes, acFoy also inQ.icated that Sigma
cording to several fraternity Nu had great respect for wommembers interviewed yesterday. en. "If a woman is drinking too
The UNH fraternity brothers much, we walk them to their
reacted angrily to an article door and that's as far as it goes,''
published in Ms. magazine, by said Foy. "We do it out of
UNH Professor of English friendship."
Andrew Merton.
Foy also said that this generIn the article, Merton charged ation as a whole deals with
that the organizations fostered women better than previous
"abusive, anti-humanitarian generations. "I deal with women
attitudes" towards women and better than my dad can," he said.
homosexuals.
"Fraternities build strong
"Any large, developed organ- character and friendships. The
ization is bound to have some house is ours, so we have to deal
things happen that aren't pos- with our own problems," said
itive," said Jeff Foy, student body Pi Kappa Alpha Treasurer John
VP and President of Sigma Nu. Bosen, who said that although
"He (Merton) could have writ- fraternities have problems,
ten more positive things. It was "they have nothing to do with
certainly sensationalistic.)'
what Merton says."
Foy said Merton's article
"The Greek system is a uniindicated that he got his infor- que, rewarding experience," said
mation through fraternity new- Jay Palace, Sigma Alpha Epsilsletters.
on's corresponding secretary,
·"Why would a fraternity and he cited what he described .
newsletter print these things as the benefits of the Greek way
if they wanted to cover them of life. ·
up," said Foy. "We want to
get
"It can't be criticized unless
1
rid of the bad apples. He took you've lived in it. Its benefits
the things he wanted and ex- far outweigh the drawbacks. The
ploited them."
thinkers, movers, doers and
One of the things not stressed shapers are in the Greek sysin the article was the value of tem,'' Palace said. .
.
the friendships in a fra!ernity,
FRATS, page 11
"so~ething you can't put a tab

New phone ·system
on-line by October
By Leonard Dodge
The new $3.5-million telecommunications system being
constructed on campus by The
American Telephone & Telegraph Co., will be completed by
October, said Ted Ames, UNH
director of telecommunications.
Completion of the ·system,
scheduled for August, was post-

poned because of problems with
wiring and blasting procedures.
Also, the cost was orginally
estimated at $3 million, but was
"more like 3.5," said Kent
Martling, treasurer for the state
university system office. Even
with the delay to October,
PHONES, page 12

• · L · new area two electronic telephone exchange, which is part of the $3.5m system soon to
begin operating. (Kim Lodge photo)
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German professor heads for the mountains
By Erika Randmere
German Professor Helmut
Pfanner will be going on his
annual trip to the Alps again
this upcoming January.
For the fourth season in a row
Pfanner will be taking UNH
students to the Alps in Switzerland and France.
This year's trip will be less
expensive than those of the past
three years. "The price has gone
down," said Pfanner. He added,
the price of the trip _is $1130,
of which $500 is due September
15. "Though the duration is the
same it is cheaper despite inflation." Included in the price
is round trip air fare, first-class
hotels, two meals per day and
all tax and service charges.
This years' group will be
leaving on January 2 for Geneva,
Switzerland via Swissair.
After spending a day of sightseeing they will be taking a
scenic trip to Verbier in the
southernmost part of Switzerland. Verbier is "king" for skiing
with 80 mechanical lifts and 300
km of tracks. According to
Pfanner," skiing is on all levels.
Total beginners can go." He also
added that it is possible to take
a trip to see World Cup skiing
at nearby resorts.
"I like to ski and I am quite
satisfied with the way new
people have taken a liking to
Europe," said the Austrian
professor. He feels that the trip
contributes to "International
understanding."
Professor Dwayne Wrightsman, who went on last year's
trip and _who will again be
joining Pfanner, said "the skiing

ALPS, page_9

_NEWS IN BRIEF
Smoking protects
against uterine cancer
A discovery was made that smoking Seems to
protect older women from uterine cancer.
Researchers .speculated that heavy smoking exerts
its apparent protective effect by lowering the body's
secretion of estrogen. The study found a reduced
risk of cancer of the endometrium, the lining of
the uterus, among heavy smoking women. Those
past menopause faced half the risk of endometrial
cancer if they smoked more than 25 cigarettes a
day.
There was no significant protection for light
smokers or premenopausal women who smoked.
The study was conducted by Dr. Samuel M. Leske
of the Boston University Drug Epidermiology Unit.
The study is the fifth in recent years to suggest
a statistical link between smoking and a lower risk
of uterine cancer.

However, Dr. Harvey Fineberg, dean of the
Harvard School of Public Health, said "to consider
_smoking in order to decrease your risk of uterine
cancer is like looking for a gas leak with a lighted
match." The Department of Health and Human
Services estimates that 30 percent of all cancer
deaths or about 125,000 deaths a year can be
attributed to smoking.

Rose ties Cobb's record

Dole delays sanctions

Pete Rose tied Ty Cobb's major league career
record for base hits, 4,191, yesterday in Chicago
as the Chicago Cubs played the Cincinnati Reds.
Player-manager for the Reds, Rose tied the 57
year old record on a right field single off Cubs' pitcher
Reggie Patterson in the fifth inning. The Red were
losing 5-1.
The game was suspended in the ninth inning
because of darkness with the score tied 5-5. However,
und~r baseball rules, all hits in the game count.

Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole said yesterday
he would seek to postpone voting on a bill to impose
economic sanctions against South Africa because
President Reagan was expected to agree to put most
of them in effect administratively. The vote has
been expected for this week.
The announcement by the President and the move
to delay a vote could avoid a major confrontation
between the President and the Republican controlled
Senate.
Senator Dole (R-Kansas) said he ~ould try to
postpone the Senate vote on the bill until next spring.
The Senate had been expected to end a filibuster
against the measure Monday and was expected to
vote on ~he bill later this week. The sanctions bill
has already passed the House of Representatives.

Listen for crank caller
Dover police are warning residents that an
anonymous male phone caller has harassed a local
resident by impersonating a police officer and then
asking about her attire.
A department spokesman said the incident is
similar to a rash of obscene phone calls made to
teen-age girls in Rochester from February to July,
but police are unsure if it is the same caller.
Police said the woman was called Thursday at
about 1:35 pm by a man claiming to be a Lieutenant
King of Concord Special Investigations. He inquired
about personal matters and as to what she was
wearing. The lady hung up on him.
Captain Rogers Demers said anyone receiving
a similar call should contact the police department.
He also said "no officer is going to ask someone
what she is wearing."
Demers said similar incidents have taken place
during the summer.

Strafford man shot
An 1.8 year old Strafford man was rushed to Frisbie
Memorial Hospital after he was found in front of
his residence witp a gunshot wound to his chest.
Mickey Riley was found in front of his house
on Crown Point Road and was rushed to the hospital
at around 12:30pm.
Police said "the initial investigation dispelled
the idea of any foul play in the matter, but the case
is still Qnder investigation."
The wound was apparently from a "small caliber'.'
gtin, police said. The Strafford County Sheriff's
Department and the state police ,are investigating.
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Kap pa Sigm a reop ens .hou se
By Leonard Dodge
Kappa Sigma Fraternity, after
being closed down since last
October for fire code viQlations,
is reopening this weekend. The
reopening should quell rumors
that Kappa Sigma Fraternity
would not reopen due to high
reconstruction costs.
Kappa Sigma has spent about
$250,000 to renovate the fraternity house to meet safety and
fire code ordinances. The money
to finance the major project was
"lent to them by the Granite
State -Bank" according to David
Conner, Kappa Sigma Treasurer. The Kappa Sigma Corporation, a national organization ,
took the $250,000 loan out for
the UNH Chapter.
"The reconstructio n was extensive, the entire fraternity was
redone, with new plumbing,
stairway, walls and ceilings,"
31ccording to Kappa Sigma Presi8enr, Bob Williams. The construction work has been done

,- carpenter working at an upper storey window as part of
Kappa Sigma's $250,000 overhaul ; ir •ts Main Street house.
·
(Kelly Quinn photo)

Alum nus to teac h
in grad uate prog ram

by the Engel Corporation, which
has been working on the house
since last July. When the brothers begin moving in, however,
reconstruction will still be going
on in the basement and this
reconstructio n should be completed by October. Before the
reconstruction, 39 brothers were
able ·to live in the house. Now
only 37 will be allowed to live
there. Another aspect of the
renovations is that the house
will be heated by the University
rather than its own boilers.

until July.;' However, Williams
expressed satisfaction with the
En.l{el Corporati?n.
Bill Kidder, Assoc. Dean of
Students, said he was very
positive about Kappa Sigma
Fraternity's future, and the new
house will be an excellent structure. He also said "the University is very supportive of a
strong Greek system and having
a new house is par~ of it."
"Kappa Sigma will by far
have the best looking fraternity
house, and the safest one. The
. According to Conner, "Dur- house itself is going to be a fire
ham Fire Chief Capt. Cote has safety masterpiece, " according
approved the reconstru.cti~n to Conner.
plans and has been workmg m
Despite the problems of last
conjunction with the Kappa
Sigma Corporation and Engel year. Kappa Sigm~ is loo.king
forward to a strong year. AcConstruction Corp~"
cording to Williams, "Kappa
Williams saicf, "The house Sigma will have an ambitious
would have been ready before rush program, and is going
school began, but the financing strong. The fraternity is looking
of the project wasn't completed forward to a productive year."

--------------------~

By Francoise von Trapp
"He has made major contriMassachuse tts Education
butions to improving education
Commission er, John Lawson,
in Massachusetts," Kimball said.
will be leaving his position to
Lawson was in Taiwan and
join the faculty of the University
unavailable for comment.
of New Hampshire's graduate
Professor Charles Ashley, a
program in January.
member of the Search CommitLa wson will be assigned as
tee responsible for hiring Lawa professor of school adminisson, said he was glad Lawson
tradon and will teach related
accepted the position. "He is
courses, said Roland Kimball,
an asset to the program and the
chairman of the education deuniversity as a whole," he said.
partment.
.
"l have known him for 20 years.
The hiring of Lawson ended
He is an outstanding educational
an 18-month search to fill the
leader."
position vacated when ProfesThe search to fill the position
sor Jason Bointin reti~ed two
took "unusually long," Ashley
years ago, Kimball said. The
said adding that generally, such
University has offered a prosearches take six to eight
gram designed especially for
months. Lawson has been chosfuture school principals and
en for the position eight months
superintend ents for several
after Bointin had retired, but
years but has lacked an i_nstrucwas un~ble to accept_ the offer
Extensive renovation at Kappa Sigma's fraternity house included new walls, stairways and ceilings
tor with a background rn eduat the time, Ashley said.
cation administratio n, he said.
The search was resumed, but this summer. (Kelly Quinn photo)
·
Kimball said the search comthe search committee decided · -~-------------.:.__~--------------------mittee was looking for someone
Lawson was "the most distinwithan ."unusualsta ture,"but
guishedpers onforthejob ,"and
that generally such people were
offered him the postion again,
firmly established in their poAshley said.
.
.
sitions.
Both Ashley and Kimball By Leigh Hope
Cat Nip Pub.
is not true Nick said.
"(Lawson) is a person that
agree that Lawson's continued
Contrary to many rumors
Rumors stated that Nick was
Nick said he will be providing
has an impressive background,"
interest in UNH over the years being spread around campus, going to sell his establishmen
t something for the under age
Kimball said. 'Tm delighted .was a major factor in his hiring. Nick Karabelas, the owner of
to the Cat Nip Pub as a juice bar callege students
to do; on Wedwe're getting a person of this
Nick's, a restaurant and bar in to combat the increase of the
caliber in the depa~tment." .
LAWSON, page 21
Durham, is not selling to the legal drinking ag~ _to 21. This nesday nights the Paradise
Lawson, 62, received both his
lounge will be converted into
·
Bachelor's and Master's degrees
a juice bar with a disc jockey and
at UNH, and received his Ph.D.
dancing starting this week.
at Boston University. He also
There will be a $2.00 cover
did graduate work at Harvard
charge and an admittance age and Columbia Universities.
of at least 17 years or older, said
Lawson began his career as
Nick's manager Mike Libby.
an elementary and high school
Nick said if the Wednesday
teacher of science and social
night juice bar is a success he
studies. His experience in school
will open it on Friday nights as
administratio n comes from servwell.
ing as superintenda nt of ~chools
The response to Nick's new
in Massachusetts and Oh10.
idea from under-age stu_d ents
Lawson's experience at the
seems very positive. Hilary
college level includes short-.term .
Paige, an 18 year-old freshman,
teaching positions at 10 differsaid she would definitely go and
ent universities including Haris glad to know there's a place
vard and Boston Universities .
for minors. Sid Finch, also an
He has written for 15 publica18 year-old freshman, said he
tions and professional journals.
would go with the confidence
As education commission er
of knowing he wasn't breaking
for the past four y~ars, ~aws_on
any laws by sneaking into a bar.
was instrumental m legislative
Brian Dovicko, a sophomore,
measures to improve teachers'
agreed with Finch, but said he'd
salaries, and establish a sabbatprobably drink beforehand. Fran
ical leave program. He also
Tarkaton and Susan Martin,
played a key role in the withboth freshman, said they would
drawal of Federal U.S. District
go to meet other people. Martin
Court Judge W. Arthur Garrity
said she thought most people
from Boston schools' busing
look for alcohol at parties but
program.
not so much at dances.
Manager Mike Libby serves customer at Nick's restaurant and bar. (David Rossi photo~

Ju1ce
• · bar t o ope n a t N IC
• k'S
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"H ow do yo u feel abo ut
the new shu ttle ~ystem ?"

The New Ham pshir e Asks :

,.,.Sounds like a good
idea. If it's going to
benefit students then ·
we should have it. I'll
probabl y use it."

nI think it's a good
idea for the winter or
. when it's raining outside. It will probabl y
be used when the
weather is bad"

Ingrid Bradley
Liberal Arts
Freshman

LiAnne Prentice
Sophomor~

Pol. Sci .
. Phi Mu

sister

,.,.I don't think it's a
good idea. It's not
needed, and_between
·buildi ngs it's not
thatfa r of a walk.
It's a waste of students' money."

,.,.It's not worth students' money. Freshmen won't gain the
· 1reshman 15' if they
walk. We could put
the money to more
useful things."

Carol McGrat h
Sophomore
Liberal Arts

,.,.Definitely not. The
campu s is small
enough to walk. You
can get to classes on
time without the shuttle bus. It's a waste
· of students ' money."
Kristian Perkins
Freshman
English

Tim Tobin
Sophomore
Mathematics
..~

_,/

.

The Nicl1c

Student Committe e on

Pop~lar

Entertain ment

is looking to fill the position of

President
for n ·e xt semeste r

Respo nsibili ties includ e:
•mana ging artists & contra cts negoti ations

•coord inatin g and presid
.
. 1ngs

ing over all meet-

•publi c spoke sman for SCOPE
•Applic ations can be picked up outside of Rm 146 and
will be due Sept 20, 1985
•Intervie ws begin Sept 23 with training immediately upon
·
hiring.

Be a part of one of the biggest
and·best organizations on campus!
This is a compensated position.

•

••

Co ffccl1o~sc
·An Ente rtain men t Alter nativ e

Com e Joi·n Us

Thu rs. Sept. 12
1:00 pm .
Devi,ne Room 7L

.Org aniz atio nal Mee ting
Sta ff -and Mus icia ns
Needed
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Stud ents offe red med iatio n
By W. Glenn Stevens
The Commuter Transfer Center is expanding its role in
student mediation, this semester, to include on-campus as well
as off-campus students.
: This service has been in effect
for three years and is designed
to resolve disputes for any
student involved in a long ten~
relationship. This includes disputes between roommates, girlfriends and boyfriends, and
students and their resident

assistants.
Joe Silva, the ''nontraditional" mediation case
coordinator for the Commuter
Transfer Center said "if some.:
one can get satisfaction through
mediation then it is worthwhile."
This service is completely
confidential and relies on total
cooperation between the parties
invovled. "If all the members
mvolved don't want to participat~ it won't work," said Silva.

"This system saves the parties
involved time and money," said
Silva. "Rather than a landlord
just kicking a tenant out in the
winter time for not paying rent,
they can settle their problems
through mediation. It saves the
landlord and the tenant money
because they don't have to hire
lawyers," said Silva.
When asked why this service
is now offered to on-campus
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CA LEIDAR
TUES-DAY, SEPTEMBE R 10
· L~s~ day for undergraduates to withdraw and
tultlon refund.

qu~lify

for 3/4'

FRENCH/I TALIAN FILM SERIES: "Port of Shadows."
James 303, 3:30 p.m. $1 admission.
·

WEDNESD AY, SEPTEMBE R 11
LASER ART PRINT SALE: East/West Lounge, Memorial
Union 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
1985-86 WOMEN'S HISTORY PROGRAM PLANNING
MEETING: All interested persons are invited to attend this
open meeting if they desire to become involved in planning,
and presenung the annual Women's History Program for
Spring 1986. Senate/Mer rimack Room, Memorial Union,
3p.m.
·
FRENCH/I TALIAN FILM SERIES: " Port of Shadows."
Murkland 110; 7 p.m. $1 admission.

THURSDAY , SEPTEMBE R 12
LA?ER ART PRINT SALE: East/West Lounge, Memorial

U 1rn.J11, 9 a.111.- Jp.111.

·

MUSO FILM: " The Grapes of Wrath. " Strafford Room,
Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Students - $1 Non-students

- $2.

,

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBE R 13
LASER ART PRINT. SALE: East/West Lounge, Memorial
Union, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. .
CROSS COUNTRY: Men vs. Bates & Central Conn., 3 p.m.
TENNIS: Women vs. Bowdoin, #:30 p.m.
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: On poetry, Mekeel McBride
shares her national-awa rd-winning poetry and explains its
origins. Berkshire Room, New England Center, 8 p.m. Free,
open ro pubhc.
·
·
AR TS FESTIVAL: New Hampshire Sym_P.hony_ Orchestra,
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. General $11, Faculty/Staff
$9, Senior Citizens/Students $7.
. .

THE
U.N~H. PANHELLENIC
COU NCI L
PRESE NTS:

I.9R 5 Fall .

SO RO RIT Y RU SH
Come to Inform ation Night
Septem ber 15
at 6 pm in the Granit e State Room .
Preregis tration at the Dining Halls
on Wednes day, Septem ber 11 & Thursd ay, Septem ber 12 from 11-1 pm & 4-6 pm
registrati on fee is $4.00
if you have qtJestions, contact a Panhelenic member at any of the houses.
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·NOTICES
ATHLETIC AND RECREATION

COMPUTER SERVICES

MEN'S SWIM ·TEAM ORGANIZA TION AL
MEETING: Thursday, September 12, Natatorium,
Field House, 3:30 p.m.

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Cal 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZA TIONS
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZA TIONAL
MEETING: All are welcome. Tuesd~}/ September
10, Rockingham Room, Memorial union, 12:30
p.m.
. NEW HAMPSHIRE OUTING CLUB OPENING
MEETING: Spring break video show, slide show
of club, fall trip sign ups for bike, canoe and camping
. trips. Wednesday, September 11, Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m.

UNH JUGGLING CLUB: Meets every Wednesday
night. Wednesday, September 11, Memorial Union,
·
7 to 11 p.m.
MUSLIM STUDENTS' ORGANIZA TION FRIDAY PRAYER: Prayer for Muslims held regularly
on Friday. Non Muslim also welcome to join lecture
and prayers. Friday, September 13, Carroll Room,
Memorial Union, 12:3Q p.m.
UNH COLLEGIATE 4-H CLUB FIRST MEETING:
You need not have been a 4-H club member to join.
Open to all interested. Friday, September 13,
Catholic Student Center, 7 to 8:30 p.m.

INTRODUC TION TO COMPUTER S: Course
attempts to give the computer novice the knowledge
foundation needed for all of our "beginning" courses.
Common jargon, how a computer works, and its
capabilities and limitations are discussed and
illustrated. Prerequisite: none. Monday, September
16 from 10 a.m. to noon. Fee is $3.

1QRt;

Digi tal-con trib utes
·com pute r hard war e
By Donna Saide
Digital Equipment Corporation and the New Hampshire
School Boards Association
(NHSBA) have begun a partnership on a statewide electronics communicat~on project.
"Digital will provide $82,680
in support of the project as well
as technical assistance," said
NHSBA Presiden~ Roland Du-

USING MICROCOM PUTER SYSTEMS: Course
instructs users on the concepts, common hardware
components, common kinds of software and the
operating practices for using a typical microcomputer system. Topics include the operation and
care of microcomputer equipment, and data storage
media. Prerequisite: Introduction to Computers
or general computer experience. Wednesday,
September 18 from 10 a.m. to noon. Fee is $3.
USING TIMESHARIN G SYSTEMS: Couse teaches
skills needed to intei;act with a typical timesharing
system. Topics include how to use a computer
terminal, and how to connect a timesharing system 1
by telephone. Prerequisite: Introduction to Computers or general computer experience. Thursday,
September 19, from 10 a.m. to noon. Fee is $3.

Vegetari an omelet:
Freshly saut,eed onion,
peppers and mushrooms $2. 90
combined with tomatoes
& cheese served with
toast ant! coffee.

BEGINNING VAX/VMS: Course introduces the
VMS operating system running on UNH's VAX
computers. Covers essential skills for those who
need to use application programs on these systems.
Prerequisite: Using Timesharing Systems or
experience with another timesharing system. Friday,
September 20 from 10 a.m. to noon. Fee is $3.

Lunch eon special
Come in and try our
Homemad e Beef Stew $2.25
served with bread.

STUDENT RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE MEETING: For anyone interested in planning upcoming
Blood Drive. Tuesday, September 10, 12 Dover
Road, Durham (next to Exxon Station) 7 p.m. Call
868-2753 after 8 p.m. for more information.

HELP A FRIEND BREA K
ON NOV. 21
A HAB IT
who smoke, help them quit during the

If you have friends
Great American Smokeout on November 21. Keep a friend from
smoking for one day, and you may keep a friend for life. ~~~~=~"'"""""~

I;>IGITAL, page 24

Young 's Restau rant
48 Main St.
Durham , NH
868-2688
. Breakf ast special

GENERAL
COUNTRY DANCE: Sponsored by Durham
Country D~ncers. Music by Lamprey River band,
Mary Derosia, calling. All welcome, dances taught.
Friday, September 13, Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 8:30 p.m. Admission $3.

bois.
Dubois said Digital's contribution will enable as many as
20 superintend ents of schools
to obtain Rainbow lOOA personal computers capable of
linking with the NHSBA office
in Morrill Hall, the State Department of Education, and the

Dinner Spe.cial
Veal Cutlet Dinner with
mashed potato, tossed
salad and roll.

$2. 70

._.._._,,._._ .,_,,._._.._,, _,,_.._...._;•._.._.._._,,._ ._,,._._.._,,1

~

~.

!
~~

W

DERNE SS

TRAILS
Mill Road Plaza. Durham. NH 03824

(603)868-5584

i

I

'.\

Students $1.00
Non Students $2.00

I
l
l
~
I

·li
-~

- - - - T h e Grapes of Wrath.-- - - In this enduring classic, a family of sharecroppe rs travels westward, only to face
hunger and injustice in the "Promised Land". An exhilerating story of. faith and
pride, John Steinbeck's classic has become a motion picture legend.

.

i

l

in the MUB Strafford Room

\

I
I

i

Thursday September 12, 1985
7:00 & 9:30 pm

Ii

1AN NUA L FAL L
SALE
i
'

M.U.S.O. film series presents

i

i

!

OUTD OOR CLOT HING
& CAM PING

EQUI PMEN T
Sept. 10th to Sept. 21st

Pants, Shirts, Shorts
Gore-T ex Rain Gear
Patago nia -& CB Jacket s
Hawa iian Shirts & Shorts
Sleepi ng Bags
Back Packs
Hiking Boots
Tents
Stoves

l
~

1

~

\

i

l
l
I
i
I
!
~i

i

!

i
i
i
~
i
i .
·Locate d in Durham Shoppin g Plaza
.
.._....__.._.._.._____ _.._ _.._...i.
-_..._._.._.._.._._._.._
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Yearbook
•
•
com1ng1n
,o n time
By Andrea Holbrook
The 1985 yearbooks will be
on time for the first time in
several years. Janine Long,
editor-in-chief of the 1986
yearbook, said the 1985 yearbooks will be here in the second
week of October according to
what she has heard from Taylor
Publishing, the company that
prints UNH' s yearbook. ·
"Everything is running on
schedule and the book is being
put on line next week. We're
under budget so far," Long said.
Beth Orzechowski, who was
editor-in-chief of the 1985 book,
said ·Taylor has chosen it as one
of the top ten yearbooks in the
country, and is using several
pages from it in their design
book. Taylor will also overprint
the book so their representa- ·
tives can use it as a sales ·
sample,Orzechowski said.
Long said the 19B4 yearbooks
came in overschedule and over
budget. The surplus yearbooks
are being sold for $5 from 1Oam
to 3pm in The Granite office,
said Long.
Orzechowski s'aid the 1984
book had to be reprinted twice
but the cost was -incurred by the
company. She also said the book
had won the American Printing
Press Award.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription: $20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
·

COMPUTER PERIPHERAL
SPECIALS
DIABLO 45 CPS

'

SEPTEMBER 10-17

letter quality daisy wheel printer /terminal $4 75.00

,

~

.RIXON 1200 BAUD

+

Direct connect modem manual dial with cable $195.00

VT-101

DEC's Industry standard terminal $695.00

ADM-3A+
,

Barrington Technical _
Office hours: 5-7pm

DECORATEYOURROOM
Laser Art Print Sale
Wed.-Fri., 9 am-5 pm, MUB
/--

With lower case and numeric key pad $395.00
Brewster Road
Barrington, NH 03825

--

by appointment
please leave message

664-2787

WE SERVICE: ZENITH, DEC, EPSON, LEAR-SIEGLER,
AND OTHERS

Bank with us.
Checking and
(~aybe even)
Savings
Make the most of your hard-earned cash. Put it
in the most con~enient, friendly and safe place
around ... Seacoast Savings Bank! Three everready 24 hour automated tellers will put it back
in your hands whenever yoµ need it. Our handy
Dover and Durham locations keep your money
close by ... for deposits as well as withdrawa~ls.
Welcome to a Class "A" bank.

~~-

ATTHE

CAT'S CLOSET
yourbestde~aroundfor

T-shirts• sweat shirts• school supplies
New York Times Subscriptions
coffee• pastries
YOU NAME IT!

CAFETERIA
Try the MUB's new
BREAKFAST SANDWICH
featuring
egg, bacon, ham or sausage
and cheese served on
a bagel of your choice
ONLY $1.00
TRY US FOR LUNCH
Our international cuisine
will introduce ~ou
to a new country
each day this week

PISTACHIO'S
When a stroll to the nearest
Ice Cream Parlor
I
seems like a good idea
-REMEMBERWe _have sumptious scoops at low prices!
Mon.-Fri., 11 a.m.-11 p.m. Sat.-Sun., noon-11 p.m.

A Footnote

As sponsors of the 10k Homecoming Race to be held October
26th from the Fleld House, Seacoast Savings looks forward
to being part.of your community. See you there!

Seacoast
Savings Bank
Dover and Durham, New Hampshire
Member F.D.l.C.

749-2150 /868-1022

NIGHT GRILL
Miss Mom's home cooking?
let the Night Grill take care of you
GRILLED HOTOOG, FRIES, MEDIUM SODA
ONLY $1.25
also sandwiches, salads, chicken special
and more!
Grill Hours; Mon.-Thurs. 3:30-7:30 p.m.

MUB PUB
Thursday, September 12--Now Sound Express
Friday, September 13--Stompers
Saturday, September 14--Movies Night
:ick Hole & Tron
Doors open at 8 p.m.
UNH ID and positive ID required
you must be 18 years or older to be admitted

·,
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ARNING! .
•

A VALID PARKING PERMIT IS
. NEEDED TO PARK ON CAMPUS
BETWEEN
Mon-Fri 7:30am-4:00pm

•

FAILURE TO DISPLAY A PERMIT
· MAY RESULT IN:

•

•

•

Parking permit registration for stu. dents: Sullivan Rm MUB
M-F 8-12 1-4
Parking permit registration for
f acuity & staff: O'Connell House

Mon-Fri 7:30am-4:00pm

.

••
•

.

••............. ................................................. ................................................
~
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--ALPS-(continued from page 2)
is 'totally different' from NH.
In the Alps -you are above the
tree line and it is easier to get
..lost."
The trip also offers a variety
of choices outside of skiing such
as x-country skiing, skating,
shopping, tours, and lugeing.
After spending a week there,
the party will proceed to the
"classic" -Chamonix in France
where they will be able to ski
on Mt. Blanc, the oldest peak
and highest vertical drop in the
Alps.
Both resorts offer abundant
night life in forms of discos,
bars, and casinos.
The tour will return to the
U.S. on January 18.
People who are interested in
participating in this trip should
get in touch with Professor
Helmut Pfanner as soon as
possible to insure reservations.
He can be reached at 868-2737
or 862-3522. ,

-------------------------------------------R
R
R
below{e.g. NEl). Circle"R" if you're renewing - - - - - - - R _ _ R -~ R
and enclose the most recent address label.
If renewing more than one magazine, please indicate which label is which.
·
Bill me 0
Enclosed $
Sign here _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(payable to PMSS, please)
0 Visa 0 MasterCard(lnterbankNumber _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Good thru _ _ __
Card#
TO ORDER: Just enter the magazine codes

TO:
MAIL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
______
NAME SUBSCRIPTION

...

ADDRESS
CITY
School name

STATE

ZIP
Year of Grad

'

Rotes good for students & educators only. Allow6-12 weeks for new subscriptions to start.
Publishers' rotes subject to change. Rotes ore in U.S. $ and ore good only in the U.S.

Volleyball in the Quad. (Kim Lodge photo)

MAIL COUPON TO: PMSS, 500 Third Ave. W., Seattle, WA 98119

Information
Link
Between
the
Federal
Government
and You
•Books, journals, maps, and more
• Selections tailored to local needs
• Dynamic and constantly updated
collections
• More than 1,380 locations across the
U.SA
• Free access
For more information, contact your
local library or write to the Federal
Depository Library Program, Office of
the Public Printer, Washington, DC
20401.

Federal Depository library Program
Thi~ ptoqram issuppor'led by The Advert1Slllg Col.lflcd and is a public serv.ceor this pubbcat1

2 3 /8 " x5 "

e

© 1985 TI

What you need to tackle
the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering curriculum are more functions more functions than a simple
slide-rule calculator has.
Enter the TI-55-II, with
112 powerful functions. You
can work faster and more
accurately with the TI-55-II,
because it's preprogrammed

to perform complex calculations - like definite integrals,
linear regression and hyperbolics - at the touch of a
button. And it can also be
programmed to do repetitive
problems without re-entering
the entire formula.
Included is the Calculator

Decision-Making Source book.
It makes the process of using

the TI-55-II even simpler,
and shows you how to use all
the power of the calculator.
Get to the answers faster.
Let a TI-55-II
~
show you how.

.fi.s

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services~ r ou.

..
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RAPPELLING
CLINICS
The. Oe,partm ent of
Military Science invities all
member s-of the universit y
commun ity to participa te
in its annual FalJ
Rappelling clinic.

Tuesday , Sept. 10, 1-4p.-m .
Wednes day, Sept. 11, 1-4p.m.
Cowell Staduim
Open tO _everyo ne, ·no
•
•
nce necessa ry.
experie
prior

For more informa tion
stop by Room 203,
Zais Hal, or
call 2-1078
ARMY ROTC
BE·ALL YOU CAN BE
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-----------------------------FRATS-----------------------------(continued from page 1)

'the brothers interviewed also
criticized The New Hampshire's coverage of them, accusing the newspaper of bias ..
"It seems like the paper
wanted to start out the year with
something controversial," said
Bosen,who referred to the article as "fiction."

Bosen also criticized a picture
run by The New Hampshire
accompanying the story in Friday's paper. The shot showed

•

four fraternity brothers "kidnapping" Dean William Kidder,
as part of a fund-raising drive.
The caper was part of a campaign to provide food for the
benefit of underprivileged countries. Friends of the abducted
"victim" were called upon to
donate food to obtain his release.

were nice when they took the
information from me," said
Palace, "but instead of praising
"They, The New Hampshire, us, they editorialized, and said
made charity seem like a bad we were anti-women and antiblack."
;
thing," Bosen said.
Palace said The New Hamp-

Give yourself the
chance of a lifetime.™

t

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY•

"Now the first paper of this
year makes people suspicious

None of the incidents mentioned in Merton's article were
connected with UNH.

of the Greek system," Palace
continued. He said the first two
paragraphs of the story in The
New Hampshire did not state
the location in which a rape and
a fatal alcohol poisoning, cited
in Merton's article. occured.

"This gives me the impression that The New Hampshire
likc:s to publish articles like_this
and that the paper is against
fraternities because the stories
they write create letters to the
editor," Palace concluded, adding: "What the paper is doing
· is yellow journalism."

They, The New Hampshire,
Because the article did not
si'ecify. the location of the
incidents, Palace said students
reading-the paper could think
they occurred at UNH.

·~············································································~······~

AHNESTY fNTERNATfONAl

A Positive Point
About Breast Cancer.
No~ we can see it before
you can feel it. When it's no
bigger than the dot on this
page.
·
And when it's 90% curable. With t!:e best chance
of saving the breast.
The trick is catching it
early. And that's exactly
what a mammogram can do.
A mammowam is a simplex-ray thats simply the
best news yet for detecting
breast cancer. And saving
lives.
If you're over 35, ask
your doctor about
mammography.

shire had often given unfair
coverage to fraternities, citing
the newspaper's treatment, last
year, of a "slave auction" run
by SAE.

. .:
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WE DELIVER!
7pm - Ml DNIGHT

***Subs***

***From our grill***

***Salads***

Ham
Turkey
Roast Beef
Genoa Salami
Bologna
Italian (w/ genoa salami, hot ham
and provolone cheese)
Vegetarian
Crab
Tuna
Meatball
Sausage
Meatball & Sausage

Pastrami ·
Plain Steak
Cheese Steak
Onion Steak
Pepper Steak
Mushroom Steak
Sub Stop Special
(with onions, peppers,
mushrooms and cheese)

Tossed
Chef
Tuna
Crab

French and oil & vinegar

Monday - Saturday 11am - 2am
Sunday 11am - 1am

***Syrians available in***
LARGE and SUPER sizes ONLY!
FREE on all COLD subs your choice of: lettuce,
tomatoes, pickles, green peppers, hot peppers,
onions, salt, pepper, oregano, grated cheee, oil,
vinegar, mayonnaise and mustard.

Dressings:
.Creamy Italian, ·Russian,

'

It's a pleasure serving you!
Feel free to call ahead

-To call ahead dial:

868-2009
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----------------------------PHONES---------------------------because of the blasting controlled to certain hours last year,
it was projected by an AT&T
representative that the projected completion date would be
extended.
"Four years ago research
began on the telecommunications system," Ames said. Due
to telephone bills escalating as
much as 30 perceht a year, the
university sought to have control of its own telephone system.
This research was put to work,
and construction of the telecommunications system began Feb.
11.
"The University is purchasing its own telephone company," Ames said. "The University will have total control
over its telephone system vs.
Ma Bell telling us how to run
.
our system."
"The new system is unlike the
present one. It will be a computerized system, rather than
a mechanical one."
The present system has been
in operation since 1967, .called
Centrax, and according to Ames,
"the old system is obsolete, and
deterioting badly."
The new system is_ being
heralded as cost efficient. Presently, the University pays about
$2 million a year on telephone
bills. This money comes from
the various departments communication budgets, Ames said.
"The telephone company sends
telecommunications the tele- ·
phone bill, and telecommunications sends the bill out to the
respective department.
"The new system will allow
telecommunications to send out
the bills in a timely manner,
something we' re unable to do
now," Ames said.

The new system is more
sophisticated, since it allows oncam pus phones, such as those
in residence halls, to re~eive incoming calls from off campus,
something the present system
cannot do. The new system also
allows the telephone system to
accomodate bigger systems.
"We are in a new technological position to take advantage
of new technology as it comes
along," Ames ~aid.

(continued from page 1)
The $3.5-million is .to be
spread out over a 10 year period,
with the University also paying
10.9 percent interest to AT&T.
Although Ames said students
would not bear the cost of the
new system, the department and
residential life communication
budgets come from students'
money.
The new system will actually
save money for the University,
since the University will not

Young's Restaurant
48 Main St.
Durham, NH
868-2688

have to spend. tbe $70,000
monthly it pays to AT&T and
New England Telephone for
equipment rentals and line
rentals.
'Tm confident in the new

system" Ames said. "It has
features that will meet the
immediate needs of the·u niversity and the new system has a
tremendous amount of growth
potential." ·

'

)

Futon

[

I

Suggested Retail
March 6th thru March 12th
Stop in and try a cup of our
hot soup & chowders
.All our soups and chowders are homemade

YOUNG'S

I

~

)I[ ,

Low outlet price

Full Size

139.88·

Breakfast Special

•

Vegetarian omelet:
Freshly sauteed onions, peppers, mushrooms
with tomatoes & cheese with
toast and coffee or tea. $2. 90

Fried chicken fingers
served with sweet sauce,
mashed potatoes or french fries,
tossed salad and roll

•

Good Service

•

Also: l~mps, pictures, bookcases, den furniture,
computer furniture, desks, bentwood rockers

•

• Dinner Special

Good Food

~

~~ome F~rniture Outlet
~c.onom1c.s
~

$3 .15

OMNE-500 SPflUlDING TNPK.

POllTSMOUTH, N.H.

(Also entrance from Woodbury Ave . opposite Marshall's Mall)

Tel. (603) 431-3242

Good Prices

FOR THE
CHAL LENG E YOU
WANT ...
THE REWA RDS
YOU DESERVE
~

Challenge without reward is incomplete. Air
Force ROTC offers both. You'll receive leadership and manage-m ent training, and after graduation you'll be an Air Force second lieutenant.
You may be eligible for 2-through 4-year
scholarships which pay tuition, books, lab fees
and $100 tax-free each academic month.
Look into your future. as an Air Force officer.
Challenges . . . and rewards for a career with
pride and commitment. Contact:

Captain Copeland at Department .
of Aerospace Studies, 862-1480

AIH · FOHG E

ROTC
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The Red .Carpet
Main

Str~et,

Durham

':/3\,e
y\a{'.t

Items at 1/2 off

U.N.H.items 75% off
in_cluding: ties

be_lts
bags of all kinds
wallets

••
••
A
HAVING
••
••
••
•·••
PROBLEM?:•
••
••
••
••
•••
••
sometimes it helps •
••
••
to say something •
••
••
••
••
••
We'll listen ••
••
•
•
••
•••
•
••
•
•
••
•
•• The UNH mediation project-A dispute resolution program ••
•
:
•
•

•
••
••
••
••
•
•
:

:
•
•
•.

for conflicts between roommates, neighbors or with your
landlord. A free and confidential service available to full
time students, residents of Forest Park and t4e Undergraduate
Apartment Complex.
Call the UNH Mediation Project at 862-3612 or stop by Room
136 in the MUB, Monday-Friday, 8 am-4:30 pm.
•

•
••
••
••
••
••

•
is a service of
The University of New Hampshire Mediation Project
:
the Division of Student Affairs.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••

••
••
:~~~~~Q.Q;
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
when you work the show ••
••
••
••
••
••
Friday,
••
•••
September 13, 1985!!!
••
••
••
••
••
••
:::::====== a1so~=:=::=
••
•
•
••
Inquire about the
••
••
••
Paid :Position Available
••
•
"Director of Production
•
••
••
Sectlrity"
and
•
••
•
••
•
•
For more information, stop in
••
•
•
••
M.U.S.O. ~oom 148 in the MUB.
•
•
••
••
•••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•

•

It's not to late to order The Boston
Globe. For just $1. 40 a week you can have
· The Boston Globe delivered to
your door on campus
Every day~n the Globe, you'll find up-to-date news, lively
features, provacative columns and the best sports
coverage around. Plus, on Thursdays, you can count on
Calendar Magazine, the Globe's weekly lesiure-time
guide, to put the entire Boston entertainment scene right
at your fingertips . .
All subscriptions payable in advance by semester.
Students with varying starting dates may have their
subscriptions prorated. No delivery duri'ng school
holidays or final exams period .

Daily & Sunday $16.95
Daily Only $10.95
Sunday Only $6.00
Orders must be received by Sept. 14
Campus Representative
Mark Powers
10-12 Mill Rd. , (Acacia)
Durham, NH
Orders can be sent through campus mail or ca/1868-9609 or 2-2713

''The Globe's here!''

• n<::>
~"'

'4.\ \

u-·

See the Stompers
For Free

~-
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Waitr essing blues

Auto- body repair men
have fun too

by Francoi se von Trapp

by Jon Ekstrom
A friend of mine used to say, "When
confronted with a situation in which
there is nothing to do, it is usually safest
and be~t to do nothing."
In light of the fact that my friend
is now working at an auto-body repair
shop, the saying loses a bit of its
philosophical inscrutability, but then
again, look at what I'm doing.
This seemingly irrelevant anecdote
relates to an obnoxious question
tommonly asked at UNH, particularly
[by the slightly more confused freshman:
"What is there to do at UNH?"
As my friend's statement might
imply, it's easy to do nothing and it's
one of the few occupations for which
application forms are relatively .short.
Given time, some people even manage
to achieve a sort of stasis, kind of like
a non-stop_ Grateful Dead concert.
But to do something, that's something.
For nearly the entire first month of
this past summer, much to my parent's
~hagrin, I was without a job. I would
like to say that I gained immense
[Pleasure from contributing to this
nation's swelling ranks of unemployed,
lbut the simple fact is that after a mere
two weeks of doing absolutely nothing
I was a broken man.
In the immortal words of Marlon
Perkins: "The poor creature had lost
its will to live. I held the rope while
Jim put the llama out of its misery ... "

'

Without something, anything, to
!occupy our time, be it plucking chickens
tin Chile to kneading koalas in Kuwait,
our lives become as empty as the souls
bf record company executives. This
!raises an important question: Whatever
ltt is that we choose to do is ultimately
valueless without some element of risk.

the GRE-in crayon, no less, now that's
life. Without risk, life becomes meaningless and the person who risks
nothing, to quote a famous dead person,
is nothing, and that's what I'm talking
about here.·
While swarming down to Karl's, or
braving the latest plot twists of
"Dynasty" on some Wednesday night,
might challenge even Harrison Ford,
these are roads that have already been
well trampled.
At the risk of sounding like a plug
for several dozen University organizations, I would like to say that there
exists at UNH a personal, pleasant
niche for every disgruntled, disaffected
and disinterested person.
This past Sunday at UNH there was
a new exhibit opening at the Galleries,
a comedy night at the MUB Pub,
"~ducating Rita" at the HillsboroughSullivan Room, a Hardcore festival in
the Granite State Room and a campuswide waterfight. I would like to stress
that all of this took place while some
people stayed inside with a beer and
watched "The Road Warrior."
Obviously, what all this is trying to
achieve is some recognition that social
life at UNH revolves outside of the
partying, soaps and other activities
that are, quit~ rightly, a part of UNH.
So take a few risks this year, both
freshmen and seniors alike. The chances that you take just might enrich your
lives; of course, odds are they'll really
screw you over, but auto-body repair
'persons have fun too.
Not a very novel lesson I'm · afraid,
but hey, it's given me something to

d~

.

Anyo:°e ~an slog endlessly through .
an application for the GRE exams (in Jon Ekstrom /s the Arts and Features editor
'
. fact, everyone does), but to cheat on of !'he New HamjJfhir~.

I couldn't believe this was happening
to me. Five parties at once, was the
hostess crazy? I was running in and
out of the kitchen unable to keep up
with the ·demands of my customers.
Bill, the . cook, was yelling at me.
Noticing trivial mistakes and holding
me up. The people at one' of my tables
began to bang their forks and knives
on the table chanting, "We want food,
we want to eat." Luckily, their food
was up. I threw four lobster pies on
the tray and rushed through the "out"
door; at the same time some other
waitress came in the "out" door. The
noise was deafening, lobster pie was
everywhere, it was horrible ...
I sat bolt upright in bed, drenched
in sweat. As my breathing steadied,
I realized I had been dreaming. I was
safe in .my bed in my room at school,
120 miles from the summer, and the
terrors of waitressing.
It helps if I think of it as an
adventure; a study of the metamorphisis of a person to a customer. And
believe it or not, people change dras-tically when they take on the role of
The Customer. I think they like the
idea of being waited on, and fantasize
a servant/ master relationship with
their waitress.
The most common annoyance customers inflict on their waitress is what
I call "The Only Pebble on the Beach
Syndrome." They seem to forget that
although they only have one waitress,
she could be waiting on four or five
parties at once. It always seemed to
me in these instances, Murphy's Law
was working full force. The more
impatient the people were, the more
· mistakes I made. I brought a salad with
blue cheese dressing instead of italian.
The martini was suppose to be gin, not
vodka, or straight up, not on the rocks.
People always seemed to ask the most
questions about the menu at the busies.t
times. My mind would be racing with
all the things I had to do: Get drinks
for table one, take ah order from three,
two-'s food was just about up, and. as
I tried to inch away. from table four,
where I w~s taking an order, the people
. there would keep me chained to it with

their endless string of questions.
These customers always fit into
different categories. Some were heavily
into fresh food: "Are the carrots fresh?"
"Is the swordfish fresh, or fresh-frozen?
Last-time the waitress said it was fre~h
and it was fresh-frozen. I can tell thf
difference you kn~w.'; My all time
favorite, was "Are the peas fresh?" I
always had to bite my tongue from
answering "Yes -ma'am, they employ
one person for the sole purpose of
shucking peas all day "
There are always people who want
to know where their food comes ·from.
The inost common of these question~ ,
is "Are ti1e scallops bay or deep sea?"
I will concede that this is a legitimate
question, because there is a big difference in the size and taste. However,
there is a limit when the customer goes
on to ask, "Which bay?"
One night, fed up from these questions, I couldn't contain ~yself when
a man asked "Where do you get your
mussels?" I smiled and shot bad
"Nautilus."
. I have to admit there were somf
people who were a pleasure to wait
on. They are the understanding typf
with the good sense of humor. I say
this because whenever I was fortunate
enough to get a fun party, I usually
managed to mess things up.
There was the time I spilled an entire
martini down a man's back, I was
horrified, but the other eight people
he was.with thought it was amusing.
They left me one of my best tips of the
summer. The best tip came from a man
who found a staple in his lobster
casserole. There was no charge for the
dinner and I got ten dollars.
After this disasterous summer, I'm
not sure the profits of waitressing could
tempt me into doing it again. One thing
is certain, the incentive to finish college
increases tenfold when I consider the
alternative--wa itressing for a career.
That would be a nightmare!!

Francoise von. Trapp is the Forum editor
of The New HamjJfhire.

Letters
cuntinued from last page
hold their own at social functions.
But wait, there's more! Prof.
Merton compares the situation with
fraternities with the situation in
South Africa. Right. You hit the
nail on the head that time, Prof.
Do you think Prof. Merton knows
that three out of four corporate
executives are fraternity men and
sorority women. Or that every
president since Kennedy was a
fraternity man. Probably not, these
are only the people running our
country.
O.K. now let's talk about The
New Hampshire. I ,know that it is
the beginning of the year and that
you might be a little short on
subjects to report on, but since when
does The New Hampshire scan Ms.
magazine for articles? Perhaps you
do not realize that the Greek ~ys_t~m

nas its open rushes 'this week. The Merton's article, to ensure equal
first two of which are non-alcoholic, exposure to both sides of the story.
Jay Ablondi
a decision made by the Greek
Chairman, Students for
student leaders themselves. I wondthe University Council
er how many freshmen will be
Student Senate
turned away from rush by your
article. At least let them go to rush
·without a biased opinion forced upon
them. Then to top it off the file
photo used with this article depicted
fraternity men, dressed up as
bandits, holding a toy gun at the
Greek System's good friend and
Dean of Student Affairs, William
Kidder. I guess that this is just
another example of The New
Hampshire giving the Greek system
a bad image. You could have easily To the Editor:
We'.re so glad you' re here to soon
chosen a photo of a fraternity during
share a wonderful week with us!
a charity drive or a campus wide
Thirty five years ago, a dedicated
clean up. I was hoping that this year
man's dream came true and your
would get off to a good start. In all
fairness, this letter . should be . Vermont-New Hampshire Red
Cross Blood Services was born.
printed on page two, just like Prof.

Blood drive

After many months of planning
and the involvement of many
concerned people throughout the
region, the dream began in 1950
in Vermont and Northern New
Hampshire: Southern New Hampshire entered in 1951 to increase
the chances for success.
The founder's dream was to be
the first program in the country
to meet patient needs without
distinction as to place of residence
or participation as a donor.
Enthusiastic response from the
residents of the two states made
this possible and American Red
Cross Headquarters moved to make
this policy applicable to all blood
. services in the country.
Among this distinguished group
are UNH students and faculty along
with Durham residents who have
contributed since the beginning and
at the close of last year's drives, had

given 82,919 pints.
To celebrate and honor the many
thousands of donors and volunteers
who made a 35th anniversary
happen, we are having "a birthday
party" at our opening drive on
Monday, September 23rd through
· Friday, September 27th from 10
to 3 at the MUB!
This theme was chosen as a
dedication to you who have given
us a reason to celebrate and to you
who will become our partners for
the first time!
We look forward eagerly to our
future with you as our leaders! Let
us greet our old friends and welcome
our new ones in this fabulous year
and keep up the UNH tradition of
caring!
Jarry Stearns
Your Durham Red
Cross Bloo? ,Chr.
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Editorial
Milk; the real thing
,

Few university campuses in this country
can boast a healthier environment to study
in than UNH. Surrounded by forests, lakes
·a nd trails, the area is free of the pollution
and congestion surrounding the campuses
of many other universities in urban en- :
vironments. Students in many universities,
for instance, take their lives in their hands
each time t ,: 1ey venture out after dark. But,
at UNH, the worst that most students are
likely to encounter on a dark sidewalk, is
a skunk or a concealed tree root.
To match the healty environment outdoors, Dining Services have in the recent
past made a great effort to provide a healthy
diet. Students have been bombarded with
information on calorie, cholesterol and
sodium levels in their food. Diners are
regularly greeted with pamphlets on each
table, giving them healthy hints.
But now Dining Services have gone too

far. Last semester, student french-fry
consumption was sharply curtailed, causing
a minor uproar. Now a staple ingredient
hitherto available in the dining rooms has
bitten the dust: Whole milk, and more
seriously, the freedom of choice.

as a haven of health and fitness, namely
athletes: UNH sportsmen are among the
most avid consumers of milk, as is conspicuous on any night at Huddleston Dining
Hall, where they can congregate after
training.

Students wishing to regulate their fat
intake always had the option of drinking
low-fat milk. Other diners, partial to a drink
which at least tasted of milk, could indulge
themselves in the real thing. Now, since
the beginning of the semester, students
fortunate enough not to have to worry about
overweight problems are forced to abstain
with those that do. Furthermore, those
clients of Dining Services who suffer from
underweight, have been deprived of a
healthy answer to their problem.

One of the strengths of Dining Services
i·s the wide variety of good quality food
which is available at each meal. But concern
for students' health, while touching, should
be tempered. Now that whole milk has been
deemed unhealthy, what else is to fqllow,
many might wonder. Will eggs, syrup and
white bread be rationed or phased out
altogether?

The cut is also a blow to those who do
most .to preserve the reputation of UNH

,

.Letters
Concert
To the Editor:
The Student Committee on Popular Entertainment (SCOPE) would
li.ke to express our thanks to the
people from the department of
Public Safety for their help with
the Face to Face concert on Sept.
3. Especially Capt. Conway, thank
you for the guidance and patience
during the afternoon. We would
also like to clarify who ordered the
.concert halted halfway through the
performance.
For the first time in my four years
with SCOPE, The Durham Police
Department found SCOPE ill violation of a ridiculous town noise
ordinance and shut the show down.
It makes one wonder if there was
another reason beyond . the petite
noise ordinance used tor this random enforcement of town laws.
One final comment to the students, Durham can halt a concert,
but they will never stop ROCK &
ROLLatUNH.
Respectively Submitted,
Arthur Proulx
President of SCOPE

Fraternities
To the Editor:
Concerning the article in the
Friday, September 6th issue of The
New Hampshire entitled "Fraternities Breed Contempt fo£ Women

Instead of forcibly weaning milk enthusiasts, or obliging connoisseurs to find other
sources for their indulgence. Dining Services
should restore whole milk to die menu,
along with freedom of choice.

Says Prof." I resent being called
abusive and being antihurnanitarian
towards women. I resent someone
I don't even know calling myself
and my brothers sexually frustrated
perverts who congregate for the
sole purpose of degrading women.
How someone can make such an
illogical generalization about' so
many people is beyond me. I have
no problem considering women as
equals. It's narrow minded, leftwing, UNH English professors
trying to raise the dead issue of
women's equality and what is and
isn't moral that I have problems
accepting. I don't know where this
"expert" collected his "facts" but
I feel that he should- honestly
reevaluate his proposterous conclusions before he goes aimlessly
spouting off his false accusation.
I would like to thank Bill Kidder
for standing up for what is right.
Allan Leavitt
· Theta Chi Fraternity

...

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
article "Fraternities breed contempt
for women says prof" that appeared
in yout very first issue of the 1985
fall semester.
First of all, what kind of person
is this Andrew Merton? Obviously
one that could not get into a
fraternity.
Second, let us start with the
assumption Prof. (I use this title
with some suspicion) Merton made
that "anti-humanitarian attitudes
toward women, homosexuals and
even other fraternities members
are endemic to the Greek system."
Does Prof. Merton not realize that
the Greek system is also made up
of women-women who have taken
responsibility a'nd joined sororities
in order to further enrich their lives.
These women shoul~ be angry at

Prof. 1\/erton tor the degrading way
in which he treats women in his
article. He obviously does not give
women too much credit in the
intelligence department.
Also, there are those "antihumanitarian attitudes towards
other fraternities." Oh no! Somebody call the Humane Society, Beta
and SAE are playing each other in
an intramural football game-how
barbaric!
Let us not forget Prof. Merton's
reason for the Greek system's recent
surge in popularity which .he credits
to the "inability of many young men
to cope with the advances in
women's rights". Gee, that must
be it. I always thought that it was
because fraternities offer growth
through participation, and that
many intelligent college students
see fraternities as a way of complimenting their higher education
with the ideals of commitment and
loyalty, and at the same time make
lifelong bonds of friendship. How
could I have been so wrong?
Thirdly, Prof. Merton asserts that
peer pressure is the cause of such
violent acts like the gang rape he
so nicely visualizes for us. Peer
pressure makes fraternities conform to the idea of "scoring" and
"making it". Here is proof that Prof.
Mer.ton is really out of touch with
today's youth. "Scoring", "making
it" - yeh those terms are right .in
my college handbook. Come on
Prof., they went out with disco. O.K.
now back to his bas~c argument.
Gang rapers are criminals-criminals with very sick minds. They
belong in jail, not in fraternities,
and to my knowledge there are none
currently involved in the Greek
system here at UNH. There are
currently 250,000 members in the
Greek system nationwide which
makes it easy for someone to find
faults and mistakes in the system.
It would be much more difficult to

collect data on gang rapes or sexu~l
activities in residence halls. Believe
me, fraternities are .not as rotten
as Prof. Merton makes them out
to be.
Another bright idea of the Professor's is that all chapters be

required to have advisors present
at all social functions. I do not think
so. Maybe Prof. Merton needed a
chaperone to ho1d his hand while
he socialized, but this is 1985. I think
college students, most of whom pay
their own way through schoo!, can

continued next page
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stude nt telev ision netw ork

W AN TS ..
YO U !

Do you wan t to be invo lved
in the fastest gr-owing
orga niza tion at UNH?.
Do you wan t to ·b e part of
of a telev ision stati on?
Do you wan t to have fun?

If ·so, com e to the STVN
Gen eral Mem bers /New Mem bers Mee ting

'

We dne sda y, Sep tem ber 11.
8:00 p.m., Hill sbo rou gh Sullivan Roo m
In the MUB ·
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Arts & FeatUres
Hardcor~
By Erika Randmere
"Frenzied Thrashing" took
place Sunday afternoon in the
Granite State Room in the
MUB. No, people were not
flogging or beating one another
but were slam-dancin to Rebel

at UNH: spikes and skins

ers dominated the tloor
Rock and Hardcore-Metal.
In a seven hour show head- sprinkled with spiked hair in
lined by local bands Five Balls colors of fire engine red and
of Power and 7 Seconds, three royal blue. Skin heads were seen
hundred punk rockers invaded in combat boots, and this was
certainly not limited to men
UNH.
Mohawks and high-to sneak- . only. One of the more creative

Last Sunday's hardcore show in the MUB attracted a new audience to UNH. (photo Martha Bryant)

Qld N.H. art at galleries

Curt Gove also recognized
mohawks was a seven inch
blond spike on a woman. Make this seeming confusion between
up was a matter of choice, · fashion and philosophy, "Some
though the preference for both people here are concerned with
men and women seemed to be being the punkiest."
For Richard Irving, a high
black eyeliner.
The ~oncert program consist- school student from York,
ed of Zero Mentality, DV A, Maine,' this was his first hardP.T.L. ·Klub, Reid Flemming and core concert. Dressed casually
the Strapon Tools, The Aggres- in a t-shirt and jeans, Irving said,
sions, 5 Balls of Power, and 7 "When I first walked through
·
Seconds.
the doors, I expected that I was
The rebel rock group 5 Balls going to be ridkuled because
of Power, home-based.in Gilford I was different from everybody
NH, received strong support else. (Irving is not a punk)."
Later, Irving said the concert
from the audience. 5 Balls
showed much improvement in was well put together and "they
their sound since last spring's (punks) aren't like people say
appearance at Gilford High they are-that they're mean and
School. they were more melodic don't care, actually they are nice
and their lyrics came through and friendly."
Aggressions, a borderline
more clearly.
Singing fast-paced songs hardcore-metal band played in
about female exploitation, South the late evening for a tired
AfriFa's Apartheid, and anti- audience. From Oxnard, Caliwar appealed greatly to the fornia, Aggressions is currently
intelligence of the audience. "In on their East Coast tour.
Mark, the lead singer said,
this college there are a·1ot of
people against punk," said Ball's 'There is a serious time warp
guitarist Curt Gove. "We are here. New York and California
are two lattice points and evfor the audience."
The Young Socialist Alliance, erything in between is a bit
an independent political organ- . behind."
Mark turned to ·a skinhead
ization based in Boston, was also
next to him and asked how long
at the concert.
Member Tammy Soper, a he has had his head shaven. 'Just
former student of UNH, ex- a year," was the reply. "I had
plained that YSA came because, mine three years ago," Marc
"People interested in hardcore continued, "and I have been
music, for the most part, tend growing it back for a year."
According to Marc, punk is
to be more progressive. That's
not to say that all are-as in any becoming popular because, "Peopeer group, some people are HARDCORE, page 18
into it_ju~t ~or ~~e t~en~~

"Mask and Dagger"
new musictheatre

glow of a fall day. The hazy
sitive face of the bronze bust.
By Ami Walsh
One of the most striking rustic tones of the ground
Currently on exhibit at the
University Art Gallery is a wide paintings on the Gallery's· suggest the arrival of fall and
range of art from the New ' Upper Level is Kenyon Cox's the leaves on the trees have not
Hampshire towns of Cornish "Maxfield Parrish", an oil can- yet lost their fresh-green viand Dublin entitled; "A Circle vas. The profile stands out brance of summer.
theater majors.
By John William Hurney
It is a scene of nature's
sharply against the murky
of Friends."
There is a new student organ- , The original purpose of Mask
The show provides not only forest-green background. The seasonal transition. The pale
ization on the University of and Dagger was to expand the
visual insight into the people artist uses excellent facial detail, yellow sun, barely discernible
New Hampshire campus - interest in musical theater at
and early nineteenth ·century the subtle dimples and long above the horizon, contributes
"UNH Mask and Oagger Socie- the university, but has since
lifestyles of the two commun- eyelashes, to portray the dig- to the ambiguous sense of the
expanded to encompass all
ty," a musical theatre group.
·
ities, but also on display are nified yet friendly character of painting.
The idea of a new student theatrical arts. Its current ob-·
Other standouts are Stephen
numerous poems and captions his handsome subject. The clean,
theatrical organization was jective is to foster and promote
of Cornish and Dublin writers. crisply rendered colors lend an Parrish's "Garden Stairway" and
- conceived by Gene Lauze and
-The literary pieces allow you animated quality of the piece. -- --· - ·· Chris Leavy, both senior musical THEATRE, page 18
In contrast is the portrait GALLERY, pag~ l8
· to enter their community
"Michael Spartali Stillman" by
through an additional medium.
Both colonies were estab- Abbott Thayer. The dark aulished in the 1880's. Artists from burns and browns yield to a
New York City and . Boston subdued impression. The figsought summer refuge in the ure's blue eyes stare at you with
tiny southwestern New Hamp- a sensual, brooding quality.
It is in these paintings of
shire towns. For some forty
years the cool and tranquil friends, family and distant relcountryside fostered the two atives that we see the closeness
between the colony members.
flourishing art colonies.
A painting by Louise Cox on
The colonies embrace writers,
poets, musicians, playwrights the Upper Level captures the
and editors as well as painters relaxed childhood innocence of
her own daughter. The piece
and sculptors.
The show presents a variety entitled "Louise Cox" was one
of works in several mediums · of several portraits the artist
· from painting to sculpture and painted to support her family.
Among the pieces on display
printmaking.
Upon entering the exhibit, in the Lower Gallery there is
a row of paintings extends along a particularly impressive showthe Upper Gallery Wall. It is ing of landscape paintings and
easy to overlook a small but etchings. Common themes
distinguished bronze bust en- -evolve around Mount Ascutney
titled "Alan Seeger" on display in Cornish, and Mount Monadopposite the paintings. Pres- nock in Dublin. The landscapes
ented alongside the bust is a capture the sense of sp<1.ce and
poem by Alan Seeger entitled natural beauty of the artist's
"I Have a Rendezvous With -surroundfils.
"Morning Mists/Mt. Ascut-_
Death". Take a minute to read ·
the piece. One begi~s to imagine ne(' an oil on canvas by John Visitors to the UNH Galleries view Kenyon Cox's painting, "Maxfield Parrish". (photo Kim Lodge)
what went on behind the sen- _ Elliot, portravs the soft autumn_ ... .
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Models of excellence at MUB Pub ·
By Andrea Holbrook
The doors of the Mub Pub
opened at 8:30 pm (they we~e
supposed to open at 8:00pm)
and the band did not go on stage
until 9: 30 pm but it was worth
the wait.
,
Saturday night over 200 people, most in Hawaiian shirts and
shorts, danced to the progressive beat of The New Models.
Lead singer, lead guitarist
Case Lindstrom o ned u the

energetic first set with ."Shattered Windows" and followed
with 'We're Back." By the third
numb~r,"Say What,"one of the
band's more familiar songs,
most of -the people were up and
dancing.
The harder and heavier "Silhouette" featured the earthquake drumming of Matthew
Thurber. By this time even the
Pub waiters and waitresses were
u and movin to the Models'

_Casey Lindstrom, lead singer/guitarist for the New Models.
(Dave Drouin photo)

heavy, danceable pop.
"Opium Den,"a new song
Lindstrom wrote about Vietnam
after the war, had an Oriental
flavor and was characterized by
the helicopter-like synthesizers
of Matthew Thurber's brother
Steven.
People began clapping along
without prompting to "Shade"
and joined Lindstrom's vocals
o·n what is perhaps The New
Models' best known song,
- "Blind Ambition."
After a short break, the Models returned to the stage with
the soft harmonies of- "What's
Going On?" and the punky,
aggressive rocker "Permanent
Vacation" telling the story of
a suicide after the breakup of
a relationship.
During a break between
numbers, Lindstrom told the
crowd, which had been clapping
along, "I like when you guys help
us out-it helps us .out." Lindstrom went on to say that the
band had played at Worcester
Polytechnical Institute and the
crowd there "was a bunch of
stiffs. You folks are the danciest
crowd we've had in a long time."
Lindstrom said the band likeswor king at UNH because the
Pub lets in eighteen-year-olds
and because they are not drinking they dance more than other
crowds.
"It's really great, we love -it
here. The crowd was real good.
After last_night in Worcester
it was truly a joy. The crowd
really became part of it," said
Lindstrom.
__ Bassist Carder sang lead on
the finale, a cover ofAC/DC's
"Long Way to the Top" and
Lindstrom broke a few strings.
The band came on for two
more encores, doing a cover of
Mission of Burma's "Revovler"

"for· those no longer with us,"
said Lindstrom and "Future
' Assassin."
As Stuart Brown, a student
at the show said, The New
Models were "dynamic, not too
well mixed, but well recieved."
Jeff Tarp said there was "a
lot of noise but they're good
musicians and had a lot of good
dancin' tunes."
"Absolutely fantastic. They've
got charisma," Cindy Perkins
said.
It will be a while before the
MUB Pub is clobbered with
sound the way it was Saturday
_night.

/

Lindstrom said the band gets
most of its song ideas from
currents events and especially
from newspapers. Lindstrom
writes most of the lyrics, but
as Steven Thurber said, the
whole band contributes "bits
and pieces and kibbles and bits"
in writing the arrangements.
Lindstrom said he got the idea
for "Opium Den" after reading
a books about Vietnam. "Casey
reads lots of books on Vietnam.
It was bound to come out in a
song sooner or later," said
Steven Thurber. Lindstrom
MODELS, page 20

"Day of the Dead'':
Romero S dead loss
rring actors, Lori
' FY Alexander, Joe
·~hard Liberty, try
- eir overacting
ce anguish and
I listened to
nd his " Ca~el
''' d War II type
~h other "puss
,
n to pray that the
ies would eat the remain-, f-nding the m~vie

g~ A.
nffdirector'
a similiar to
:eefuing segment
_
:es, as this
mocking of the
feeble prod _ ____ ~"shows that
, nkenstein. The
the creative juices have been loony, p · fupied scientist, Dr.
-- - - Logan, and his experimental
zombie, Bub, create a classic
adaptation.
Dr. Logan applies Pavlov's
conditioning as he tames the
beast with a Sony Walkman
describes hardcore as raa·H..a1 playing "Ode to Joy," and reenough to catch you but enough wards him with remnants of
thought behind it to wipe out human flesh. Logan and Bub's
all preconceived ideas."
relationship provides touching
7 Seconds clesed the concert farce which should have been
with "We Can Walk Together
developed further.
Tom Savini tries his best to
Why Can't We Talk Together.:
which brought the seven ho~r salvage "Day of the Dead" with
punk invasion to an end and his graphic, gory speeial effects.
hardcore punks and college He treats the audience to a body
students together.
with a face cut out of it, a head
- -Tlie concert-was presenteci - severed.from i~s corpse with the
by a new student organization eyes still roll1_ng arou~d, and
called "Positive Direction." Jim stomachs which pour forth
Hildreth concert coordinator
pounds of bloody organs.
Unfortunat.e,ly, ~~~~out
said he h~pes to continue such
programming and to include humor to back 1t, Savm1 s permore college students.
feet, corroded specimens are
wasted and add to the over-all
disgust of the film.
When the Jamaican helicopter pilot who finally saved the
day said to the scientist on
finding a solution, "What you' re
ities Fee Organization (SAF9).
doing here is a waste of time,"
I felt it, had been directed to me.
"Side by Side by Sondheim,
a -Musical Entertainment" will
be produced on Homecoming
Weekend on Oct. 25 at 8:00 pm
(continued from page 17)
and on Oct. 26 at 6:00 pm and
his
rendering ol a winter scene
8:30 pm. Tickets are available in "Read's Farm."
at the Ticket Offi(:e in the
"A Circle of Friends: Art
Memorial Union Building
Colonies of Cornish and Dublin"
(MUB).
is the third exhibition project
Those students interested in in a series developed by the
_ tryi'ng out, auditions will be held University Art Galleries to
in the Henn~sy Theater, which document New Ha_mpshire's
is located in the Paul Creative culture and history and it's
Arts Center, Tuesday Sept. 10 contribution to American culat 7:00 pm. All students are tural history. The exhibit will
be on display until October 30.
welcome to attend.
w-

--------------------HARDCORE------------------(continued from page 17)
ple are sick of what is on the
Jim lJavis, the fire fighter on
radio and don't want to get into duty, commented that the "peometal-it is old and dry."
ple are being fair" in referen_ce
When 7 Seconds came on at to the regulations and that "the
the end of the show, the punks dancing is different from what
regained energy and thrashing I'm used to."
picked up again. Some of the
The group of Kevin Seconds,
more aggressive of the audience vocals, Sfeve Yonth, bass, Ron
came on stage and flew into the Doig, guitar and Belvy K., drums
crowd, a popular punk tactic has been together since 1979.
known as "stage-diving."
Based in Reno, Nevada, the
The lead singer of 7 Seconds - band has two albums out and
commented on the ori-off stage is currently on a fifty day tour
frolics when he said, "It's like of New England and Canada.
a thruway up here," as people
Their music was more melod- lined up on stage to jump off ic than the other groups. There .
into the ·arms of the waiting was also a hint of rapping in
crowd.
so~e of the songs. Said Seconds,

"I don't look at myself and say
I am punk or hardcore. People
put down punks, but I can't
remember the last time I saw

a fight. At this hardcore concert
there were none. You would
think college students would be
more openminded, but they are
conservative. It would be nice
to see more college students."
There was less than twentyfive out of three hundred who
were college students. "There
are a lot of false facts," said
Seconds. "We aren't idiot kids
or evil creatures that put safety
pins through our cheeks. That's
not what I am about." Seconds

·----------

------------------THEATRE-----------------(continued from page 17)
the theatrical arts at UNH
through support of University
Theater activities.
The Society is run by an
executive board; Gene Lauze,
chairman, Andrea Tilton, business manager, Chris Leavy,
recording secretary, and Jeff
Jupfer, member at large.
They act as a catalyst for ideas
- and activities aimed at involving
theater majors and non-majors
in "University Theater." Its
current goal is to strengthen the
UNH Theater Department by
providing productions 'in which
the n.~n'-t.heat~~ ~aj_°.r can b~:

come involved in the depart- ment for Homecoming Weement.
- kend, in that a UNH alumnis,
Maryann Plunket, is- presently
During the society's first starring in Sondheim's current
_semester on campus it will be Broadway smash hit, "Sunday
producing its first production in the Park With George." .
"Side by Side by Sondheim, a
Musical Entertainment."
The show also gives the
This ~how will be directed by - audience the pleasure of hearing
Gene Lauze and produced by favorite songs from such shows
Andrea Tilton. Mask and as: "Gypsy," "West Side Story,"
Dagger choose this show first "A Funny Thing Happened on
because it gives performers the the W,~Y}0 ~h~ F~~m," "ComFollies, and many
ability to expand their reper- pa_ny'
toire by studying the works of more.
one of Broadway's foremost
Tl) is production is bei,n g
composer/lyricists,StevenSond- sponsored wholly by the Proheim. The performance will also gramming Funds Organization
__ prbvid~ appropriate ~nte!__t~in- __ (PFO) and the Student Activ..:

-GALLERY-
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Choosing a
company is a 1o1·11ce·
a room

It's better to know what they're
· ·like before you move in. ·
Living together with someone for the first ·
time can be an "educational" experience.
And living with a·long distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies
may not give you all the service·s you're used to
getting from AT&T.
For instance, with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for
their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary.
But when you choose AT&T, there won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality, trouble-free service you're
used to.
With calls that sound as dose as next door.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate-so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, <~hoose AT&T. Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, quality 'is the one
thing everyone can agree on.
Reach out and touch someone~

-~-AT&T
The right choice.
: !1985 AT&T Communications

.

t
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dwellers Maggie Morrison, coor- students."
dinator of mediation, said "We .
"There are a lot of gray areas
feel this is a good service and in which mediation can help
it should be expande? to all students," said Morrison.

Morrison was quick to add
that this service is not offered
to students involved in cut and
dry' judicial violations. "This
service is only offered to Stu;, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . dents involved in on-going
Jl -..T'lltt...~ relationships," said Morrison.
~Y..l..A.J. ~ _..:,
But this service is not only
offered to students, "it (a conflier) can be student and staff

.
AFRICAN F
RELIEF

related too,"sh~ said Students
can get in contact with the 18
member mediation staff
through their RA, through the
~~udicial office, or just by walkin~
m.
The mediation staff is comprised of concerned students,faculty,and la~dlords according
to Silva. "All you have to do (to

********************************* - M0 DE LS-

*TASK TIP OF THE DAY:
~ To improve notetaking, sit towards the front of the class to ~

Red Cross
contributions
are used:

distractions and to improve concentration. Translate *
(contmue
. d from page 18)
** avoid
the lecture into your own words, being brief and using *
* abbreviations. •
.
*
.. .
;********************************
added
he
ts working
on at
a new
.-.-•.-.._.._.._,,.----opus"
the
-·-·-·.------------.-. .... 'Fall of Saigon'

• To buy food, such as cereals,
edible oils, milk powder, dried
fish, sugar, baby food, and
protein tablets.
•To buy medical supplies.
• To obtain trucks, four-'l,rheel
drive vehicles, and airlift ser. vices. to transport goods in
Africa . .
•To provide trained medical and
relief personnel to coordinate
on-site relief operations.
• To install long-range food production programs, such as tree
planting and backyard
gardening, as preparation for
increased agricultural
productions.

~

.-...-..._

"Mub on Wheels" '

i
l
r

-

~five years ago, adding Steve's
~brother

~

~ and a half ago.

~

.

\ Buzzcocks and Gary Newman.

~They now listen to more "rock

Are y 0 u Iate 'f 0 r c Iass?

NAME

PHONE

F

R

r

~ and roll"; Peter Gabriel and the

~Psychedelic Furs are influences.
flndividually,theirmusicaltastes
J are different but "every one likes
i AC/DC," said Lindstrom.
Because of probable legal
i problems with a band called
lNew Model Army, Lindstrom
i
'
•
l said the bam.d is thinking of
r
ichanging it's name. Steve sug1
igested the Mod Noodles and
~
i Carder the Nude Marbles.
i
~ But whateve~ the n.ame, The
~ L
[New Models will contrnue playocate tn 1ront of Dimond Library Jing their highly-charged brand
r
M - F 11 : 00 am - 1:30 pm
iof rock and roll, l}opefully
l
~returning to UNH by this
t..-..--.-..-...-...-...-...--.-..-...-..-..-...-..-..-...-.-.---•.-...-...-..rThanksgiving.
..,.....,.....,,,.. ..,........,,,,.......,...
............,.................... ..,......__,....__....................,...

\

i SUbS desserts and SOft drinks

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

A~~cr~~an a;;~ecr~s~e

Lindstrom said as a band their

~ mfluences were Ultravox, the

1
~

,I

Matthew in 1983 and

~ recruiting bassist Carder a year

i
t
ei

D $24 to feed a family for one mo11th
D $96 to feed a village for one month

~? started
m~%ed~~rom
and Steve Thurber
The New Models about

l

r-----------------------------, i
I'MPICKINGUPTHETAB.
Don't sk1·p lunch.
·can ii
t ·
Amerl
Enclosed is:
D $4 to feed a child for one month
Red Cross ' ~l - 'Choose from a variety of-

Af ·

be involved in this program)
is care/' said Silva. In addition
to caring, students and faculty
must take a month long program to be eligible to be a
mediator.
When asked how many people this service has helped, Silva
declined to answer because each
dispute is "strictly confidential."

f

Featunng
. t h.e F a Ja fe JWit. h tahtnl
. .
l SQ ,
sauce .
-

i

18 Woodman Road, Durham, NH 03824
Apublicserv1ceby1h1sncwspaper

L.---------------------------...1__

d . /."-

.

.

.

~..__......,.......,,.

~

~

Il
Darkrooms are available for
general use.
Cost: $35.00 for class
(includes semester
darkroom use.)
$25.00 darkroom ·use only
(chemicals supplied.)
Color darkroom facilities are available and workshops in
color processing will be offered according to interest:
Contact Don or Brook in the MUSO office MUB Rm. 148,
862-1485
for more info.

Registration thru Friday, Sept.. 13.

...,.

•
k'
1C s I
...,...~...,,.

i

GOOD "FOOD /j!ND "IJRINK8

~

photography~

.

~

I

\

MUSO offers courses
in BASIC and Advanced

.

..,,....,...~...,,,..

47 c'jt>fai.'l.

~t.

~

C/JurJiam, cf,NW.

Back!
!~ Stop byWelcotne
and check out our daily
\ and nitely specials!
! Beginning Monday Sept 9th:
~

,~

Monday Nite Football Special
7 ft T.V., Steamed Dogs, Etc

~

~

i
i
~

l~
i
~
I

l
~

'l

~

~
~
~

~
~

~

\

~

i
~

~ Wed Sept 11th

l

l~
~
l
l

Paradise Lounge Opens for 20s & under
every Wednesday non-alcohol bar
9pm-lam $2 cover
Please bring UNH ID

~

~

~
~

Nick's Not only Libations

We offer lunch & dinner specials daily in our dining room · j
or lounge
i
M-F 11:30-2:00 6-8
~
Sat 6-8 ~
~
Check The New Hampshire for our weekly dining specials

l

Nick;s Up Stairs Lounge
M-F 11:30am-Legal Close
Sat. 5pm-Legal Close
Scorpios II Tavern
Th-Sat 9:30-Legal Close
Paradise Lounge
W 9-Legal Close Non-Alcohol
Th-Sat 9:30-Legal Close
Nick's Closed Sunday

\.~···~~·...,,..~

........

.

.'

~

~

·
' ~
~

.\
i
~
~
;

'

~-~...,,......,,;,.. ...,,,,..~..__.......,.. ....,,,._.....,.~.._.....__...~.~~...,..~...,......,..~~

~
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COMICS

-ETH IER(continued from page 1)

GARF IELD

By JIM DAVIS

WELL,GOY 5,TMERE'S ONE
TMtNCS WE NEED BfFORE
WE GO INTO THE MOVIE

I

helpful for students who are
confused about the add/ drop
procedure and for those who
were not given full schedules
to begin with," said Ethier.
The student body president
is also concerned about Hood
House and Dimond Library.
Ethier said she feels the facility
and services available at Hood
House are inadequate for the
students' health needs. "An
expansion in staff and the
facility are needed to better meet
these needs," she said.

-

DOON ESBU RY
I'M Al'JO PU3ASEIJ 7D

ANNOUNCE 7HlfT SEIJl(f()f<..
MAILOtM WAJJ.OfJ HAS JUST

1A6REEf? 10 JaN 7HE OTHCR
: C.016EW!f11VC 5UPERSTA/l5
o ON"~ FOR. 50UTH AFRJCA !'

·:/
:::

i

By GARY TRUD EAU
Ri'IE/lENP F-ALIAIEU.,
WHAT IA/Ill BE TH/3.

8A$/C M/3554613
OF YOUR 50N6. ~

I

PATIENCE..

FAITH.

1r·

AlSO, A RESPECT FOR 7He
OF PfUllE 7D UV&
HOW 7Het OIOCJSe, eVEN IF
fREEflOM

THPT MeAN5 llV!NG APAF<T.
BEJN6 APAt<:T ISN'T NEC£SSARllY AN INJIJ5TIC£.

i .~/
:::;

50 THAT's Wl-IY

YW'RE CALllNG
THeGROUP..
/
,,

The Dimond Library is also
in need of expansion. Fifty study
spaces are being removed annually to provide room for
- resources and yet the student
population is growing, Ethier
said.

''APAl<T-All), 11
RIGHT.

1;i/

t1

By BERKE BREA THED

Students are upset by the push
for the Open Container Laws, .
according to Ethier. This is
being done by the town of
Durham and one way Ethier
suggests for students to make
their wishes known is to place
a student in a town Selectman
position. This can only be done
if students will get out and vote
in the local elections.

If a student secures a position
in town government (and Ethier
said she believes it is possible)
then the town government will
at le;ist have some student
representatio n, she said.
The student, as a Selectman,
will be able to have a say on town
issues, laws, and police actions,
as well as other issues which
affect the UNH students.
Ethier said she is concerned
about the students ' needs and
is aware of the larger campus
problems.

C·H EEVE RWOO D

By MICHAEL FRY

..•-········ ········· ···-

•••

: Help
give
·babies
the
advantage

dp ~rch of Dim~
····················~

CONR AD
GEE"' WHAT~ IT LIKE BEIN6
AN ENCHANTED PRINCE~

By BIL~ SCHO RR
..THE FOOD LEAVES
A LOT TO BE
PESJl<ED .. ,

~~

yarns

yo~

yearn fa•

*Sept. 13th: 5:00-7:00
Fall Preview
Open House
*Sept. 15th & 22nd:
Beginner's knitting workshop
*Sept. 29th: Icelandic Sweater
Workshop
*Call or come in for details!

THE YARN BASKET
13 Ladd St. Portsmouth NH 4~1~0301
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Wed., Thurs., Fri.
September 11, 12 and 13
9am-5pm

/
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MUB-East -WestToun ge
Area
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New Hampshire Outing Club

**
**
**
**
71st Year Grand Opening Meeting **
**
Sept. 11th 7:00 p.m.
**
Granite State Room - MUB
**
Video Show - Florida S.B. Sailing Trip
**
Slide music show
**
Displays
*·
Registration Sign up
**
**
Frosh - Pick-up Pre-Registration membership cards
FREE - Refreshments
**
**
Sign up sheets for Fall Semester Trips
**
Bike Trips
**
Camping Trips -**
Canoe Trips
*
. Back Packing
- *
**
**
JOIN
**
UNH's Largest & Oldest Club **
**
**
**
Club's ONLY limit is YOUR participation
**
**·
'
Escape to the great outdoors!
**

RECREATIONAL SPORT S
INSTRU CTION AL PROGR AMS
-AEROBICS
-BODY BUILDING/WOMEN'S WEIGHTS
Session I
Registration: Sept. 2-13th
Course Date: Sept. 16th-Oct. 25th
Session II
Registration: Oct. 14-25th
\.

*
a

Contact: Rec Sports
R.M. 15l
Field House
868-2031

,.
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CAHPlJS COPY$ P(?.tN1tNG

i•

•:•

47 Main St.

•:•

:

Durham, NH

:

:

86~2450

;

(located across Bread and Butter}

:

*Photocopying
*Offset Printing
*Business Cards
*Wedding Invitations ·
*Resumes ·

1
: ·

;
;
;

•

-DIGITAL...-

TASk

(continued from page 6)

WORK/STUDY
JOBS

University system.
,
"The superintendents will be
able to use the computer· to
provide a wide variety of work
for local school districts, in
addition to participating in the
communications network," Dubois said.

:

:

;·
:
:
:
;

•

:

Think Campus Copy For All Your Printing Needs

:

:
.:

10% off any photocopy or offset printing with this coupon.
' Expires: 9/30/85

:
:

Apply at TASk, Richards House, by Sept. 18.

TUTOR/COUNSELORS
• ·teach .study skills
•provide personal and academic assistance
, •are sophomores or. juniors with a good GPA
•earn 13.75 to 14.75/hr. .

·,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
···········································~·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••

I••

BOSTO
$10.95
ROU DTRIP

•••

I
•••

I••

:
:•
:

•
•:•

:

LOW, LOW FARES TO
LOGAN AIRPORT.

;
;
;

Getting to Logan Airport shouldn't cost as much as
your flight. The Concord Trailways round trip fare to
Logan is just $18 from Durham .
·

;

NO RESERVATIONS REQUIRED

Boston in just 90 minutes, on any of five daily
southbound trips. The modern Trailways terminal is
conveniently located opposite South Station . There
are four return trips daily, as late as 7 p.m.

You never need reservations on Concord Trailways.

GIVE US A TRY

:
·;

•

!

••

:•
••
••
!
•••
•
•••
•

I
I

•

.i•

•••

••
:
•:

i
:

••
•
:

:
:
:
;
:

I

•

i

Prints
• and Slides
! from the
•:•
same roll
•••

NORTHBOUND

Timetable effective September 4, 1985
(Bold face times are PM.)
Durham Ticket Agency:
Young's Restaurant, 48 Main St . 868-2688
For information in New Hampshire, call during business hours

L -------------------------------~

e

••

!
•••
•
•••
•:

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
• -------------------D Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of
your leading KODAK MP filmKodak 5247® (200 ASA). Enclosed
•:
is $2.00. I'd like to be able to get

!

:•
i•
•

.

•
••
••• • •
••
••• • • ••• • ••D•••••••••••••••••••M•8•E•8•8•8•B•E•RO~eeeme•omeaem•aememoae&•B•R•••S•E•••••B•8
~

•

Kodak MP film ... Eastman Kodak's
professional color motion picture (MP)
film now adapted for still use in 35mm
cameras by Seattle FilmWorks. Its
micro-fine grain and rich color
saturation meet the exacting standards
of the movie industry. Shoot in luw or
bright light from 200 ASA up to 1200
ASA. Get prints or slides, or both,
from the same roll. Enjoy the very
latest in photographic technology with
substantial savings.

:
:
•

G

••
•

~®D®rr

:

I

CONCORD TRAILWAYS

35mm

; .

.I

TOLL FREE 1·800·852·3317

"Digital's partnership with
the NHSBA is one we are proud
of," said Zlockower. "It exemplifies our continuing partnership with education while providing excellent tools for school
distriCts."

!

FAST, FREQUEN" SERVICE.
· Ride our big, comfortable coaches to downtown

SOUTHBOUND

Rona Zlockower, Digital's
manager of community and
government relations, ·said she
i.s confident about the communications network and its con.tribution towards education.

I

,.--------CLIP
& SAVE
--------,I
I
·
.
.

•
•
:

:•

•••

We think you're going to like Concord Trailways .

:
:
:
•

i

I

Concord Trailways same-day roundtrip fare to downtown
Boston is just $10.95 fr~m Durham. If you're staying out-of-town
one to-three ~ights, our 4-day roundtrip is just $14.00. Ask
about our low-cost 10-ride tickets for commuters.

i

I

i••

BOSTON AT A BARGAIN

I

•

••

•

The NHSBA will be using the
network to prepare current
information on diverse topics
such as workshop and conference notices, legislative hearings
on education, and reports on
salary agreements concerning
different groups of employees.
The network will also provide
lists of teacher applicants from
the UNH Teacher Application
Bank and other similar
edµcation-related subjects, Dubois said.

color prints or slides (or both) from
the same roll and experience the
remarkable versatility of this
professional quality film.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ __

CITY_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE

ZIP _

_

Limit of 2 roUs per custome r.

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks

P.O. BoxC-34056
Seattle, WA 9B124
€J L984 S<nttle FiimWorb .
KoJak S247 is a.rep.istcred rra,lem.irk
of the Eastman Kodak Company.

_
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CLASSIFIED
1
Apartments for Rent . . r •
.;v.

- · -·---;-~ .._____ •...J
~ -··-·-Housemate needed. Pleasant, quiet house
7 miles from Durham. Pets O.K. Own room.
Spacious kitchen, stone fireplace, deck,
yard. Call 664-9982 after 6 pm.

-H-elpw_anted____,l[Il]
Easy Money - Quick Fame. Write for "The
Granite" (yearbook) . Paid positions available for literary Associates. Get involved'
Come to a general meeting Wednesday
September 11 at 6:30 in the Granite office
.
in the MUB.
Musicsmith, Newington mall, part time
position open, approximately 15 to 20 hours
per week. Variable hours include some
weekends and evenings. Apply in person
with resume to the manager.
Start your career nowll Earn money and
work on fortune . Five hundred companies'
marketing programs on campus. Part-time
(flexible) hours each week. We give
references. Call 1-800-243-6679.
Tutors wanted- for math, chem., physics,
admin., bio., cs, languages, etc.
Work/ study or hourly on an as- needed
basis. Informational meeting - Thursday,
Sept. 12 at 5:00 . Stoke 35D or call Craig
at Task 2-3698.
Work-study students: The Task center is
taking applications for'Tutor I counselors
to work 7-10 hours/week during 85-86.
Must be trained. $3.75-$4.50 an hour. Call
2-3698 or stop by Richards House for an
application by 9/18.

Wanted: research assistant. Aid in collecting thesis data involving white-tailed deer.
Transportation provided. Fun, outdoor job.
Workstudy /field experience only. Call Judy:
2-1000 days or 664-9982 evenings. Apply
now'

lf you are enthusiastic and have a creative
mind then the Granite wants you! Paid
positions are now available in production .
Optional computer use is imminent. A
general meeting will be held in MUB room
,125 September 11th at 6:30.
Positions are now open on the Memorial
Union Board of Goveners. Applications
available in rm. 322, student activities office,
MUB.
Artist wanted to paint mural or design on
wall. Contact Tim, Chris or Randy at 8621290.

Calling all Croonersll The New Hampshire
Gentlemen men's a cappella singing group
·will be having auditions soon. For more
information, contact Ernie Mills. rm. 113
Gibbs 862-1592.
Easy money- quick famell Write for "The
Granite" (yearbook). Paid positions available for Literary associates. Get involved'
Come to a general meeting Wed. Sept 11
at 6:30 in the Granite Office in the MUB.
Attendant for disabled person. No previous
training necessary. Evenings. 12 Hrs. per
week to start. $5 per hour. Call Dan at 1692-4764.

Services and Repaln

I~

Found: Calculator. Positive identification
it will be returned.

l..___P_ersonals_____;]~

Needed - coach girls soccer for Oyster
River Middle School 3 afternoons a week,
6 weeks min., 8 weeks max. $475. Call Tim
or Pat 868-5231, 868-2820.

Sorority rush- pre-registration in Dining
Halls Sept. 11 & 12 (11-1 pm, 4-6 pm). Info
night- Sept. 15 at 7 pm in Granite State
room in the MUB. GO GREEKll

~

-)[§]

Cookout- Kappa Sigma invites all interested
men to stop by the rush on the Kappa Sigma
front lawn at 59 Main St. on Thurs. Sept.
12th at 5 pm for free food, beverages, and
entertainment.

Soroity rush - pre-registration in Dining
Halls Sept. 11 and 12 (11-1 pm; 4-6 pm).
Info night- Sept. 15 at 7 pm in Granite State
room in the MUB. GO GREEK!

Come to an informational meeting at "The
Granite" on Wednesday, Sept. 11th at 6:30
pm and join our advertising staff (these
are compensated positions!).

Don't miss the rush cookout at 5 pm
Thursday September 12 on the Kappa Sig
lawn at 59 Main St.

SOFA. 6 ft long. Worn, but very comfortable.
$25.00 659-5352

SORORITY RUSH - pre re.gistration in
Dining Halls Sept. 11 and 12. (11-1 pm,
Penrill 1200 Baud Modem. IBM PC Com-_. 4 -6 pm) Info night Sept 15 at 6 pm in Granite
patible direct connect manual dial $120 . State Room in the MUB. Go Greek!
664-2787. Leave message.

CUBE REFRIGERATOR for sale. $80,
almost new. Call Karen 868-2230
Honda 1978 400 cc Hawk, 13k miles. many
extras, must sell, $500 or best offer. 8622088 days, 742-1816 eves.

Area Ill Ann, Mike, Lorre, Linda, Andrea,
Steve, Jim, Diana -yo.u guys are the berries.
I had such a good time doing the area and
getting to kow you all. We must stay in
touch. Maybe dinner at my place. See you
Peter.

UNH beware: Kevin is on the loose again,
and was spotted heading towards Durham.
Isn't is about time we had breakfast
together, Lauren? Anything to get you away
from the third floor for a.while.
A personal in The New Hampshireis worth
a thousand flowers.

HAS THE

~LD .

/ONE MADI?

1977 Plymouth Volare Station Wagon. ,, at Alpha Chi Omega from 8-10prn.

MOVING must selll! 1976 SAAB 99GI, fuel
injection, standard. New brakes. No rust.
Dependable. Call 742-3764

SAE iittle sisters- Our first meeting is
Tuesday Sept. ·1 O at 9:15 at SAE. Get
psyched for a great semester!

ATTENTION ALL MEN- Join the brothers
of Kappa Sigma for the first IFC Rush tonight

Runs. $450 or best offer. 207 -384-5709
VW Bus- 1974, 18,000 miles on rebuilt
engine, runs well, inspected thru De. cember, Seats seven, storage box converts
to bed, 22 MPG, good steel radials; minor
rust repairs in progress. $1400. Call 6593526 after 6:00 pm .

Tickets for the Sine Nomine. Concert can
be picked up at the.MUB Ticket office.
Students-$?, Faculty & Staff-$9, General$11. Tickets may be purchased at the door
upon availability.

If the ont9 culture you've seen is on your
SAE LITTLE SISTERS - OUR FIRST
bathroom walls-TAKE NOTICE! The Sine
MEETING IS TUESDAY SEPT. 10 AT 9:15Nomine Singers are coming this Saturday,
AT SAE. GET PSYCHED FOR A GREAT
Sept. 14 in Johnson Theater. Harry Saltzman conducts this chorus of 24 singers . SEMESTER II
in a special program of Renaissance music.
This includes romantic and the tunes witty.
Attn: Student Ambassadors: Please call
"Kissing, Drinking & Insect songs" (Sponor visit the alumni Center immediately and
sored by Scope & Musa)
give us your address. First Exec. meeting
Sept. 11 at 4 in Hetzel Board room.
Welcome back everyone. Special welcome
Tickets for the Sine Nomine. Concert can
to Stephanie and Mark.
be picked up at the MUB Ticket office.
Students-$?, Faculty & Staff-$9, General$11. Tick\;)ts may be purchased at the door
The New Hampshire is looking for people
upon availability.
interested in working in the graphics
department producing ads. No experience
KAPPA SIG RUSH- Begins tonight from
needed. New members meeting is this
8-1 Opm at Alpha Chi Omega on the corner
Sunday at 12:30 in Rm. 151 of the MUB.
of Garrison and Madbury Roads.

your

Are you interested in a stimulating position?
Do you need extra money? The Granite
is looking for layout Associates with
creative ideas . If you have any past
experience of are willing to learn then come
· to the general meeti-ng September 11th
at 6:30 in room 125 in the MUB.

•
_Sale___
[ _ _........

Be a part of UNH's biggest and best
organizations. (Scope Student committee
on popular entertainment), will be holding
interviews for the compensated position
of "Pres_ident of Scope". Pick up your
applicatio'1 outside rm. 146. MUB applications for next semester are due Sept.
20, 1985.

See the us1 I'm driving to California and
am .in desperate need of someone to ride
with me (it's a long trip') Departing 9/26/85
Call Kara for more Info: (207)-363-4354

If the only culture you've seen is on
bathroom wajls-T AKE NOTICE! The Sine
Nomine Singers are coming this Saturday,
Sept. 14 in Johnson Theater. Harry Saltzman conducts this chorus of 24 singers
in a special program of Renaissance music.
This includes romantic and the tunes witty.
"Kissing, Drinking & Insect songs ." (Sponsored by Scope & Musa)

Advertising Associates wanted for "The
Granite". Come to an informational meeting
on Wednesday, September 11th at 6:30
pm at the Granite office. Thes are compensated positions, so hurry!

Attention singers! The New Hampshire
Gentlemen, a men's a cappella singing
group, w~ll be .having auditions soon . For
more information, contact Ernie Mills, Gibbs
113. 862-.1592.

WILLIE'! Are you glad to be back at _UNH
or would you rather be exploring the
outdoors. I've been trying to track you down .
Give me a call. Nif 749-3751

DAH Thanks for a memorable Thrusday
night. It made my visit worth while. Mom
was right Huh? Sorry, Couldn't Help myself.
Keep in touch . Love Ya. Lashes.
Get a head start on your research paper
at Task's three-part minicourse. Workshops
will be presented on defining a topic and
developing a thesis statement Thurs., Sept.
19; Accessing information in the library,
Thurs, , Oct. 3. All sessions run from 12:302:00 pm and will be held in the forum room
floor C of Dimond library.

~····································································~·
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THE BLOOM COUNTY cowmoN .
IS, ABOVE ALL ELSE, TASTEFUL

The -New Hampshire

T-SHIRTS, BOOKS & STUFFED OPUS DOW.

is looking for people .

~\(~\
\ .

ORDER TODAY! .

..,,,~

•••
•••

•
•••
••

•••

••
•

New members meeting Tuesday
Sept. 10 4:30 in Rm. 151 MUB

r---------

... "'"'t:'O

Ron~1t;ur

The' New H~mpshire
-.i.11' Al'IU ;E:ND WITH ORDER

lll/$0cwton/po/f.Krrrnpm1Pd

I. Penguin Lint Ttt Shin (creamy betgt!)
2. Penguin Lu1t Jtney (white body/black U-S)

l Bloom County Ttt Shin (cmmy btigf)
4. Bloom County Jtney (white body/black ~""'5)

5.loolelai11bool<
6.100111 for our Time bool<
1. Small Stuffed Opus Doll

8. urge Stuffed Opus Doll
9.Billthtutltt!hin(silvtr)
10. Opus Ttt Shin (silvtr)
11. Don't Blamt l1e ... Ttt Shin (black)

Pm indiarP rizr and quantity: . ·
L
M
s

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
,;"'"b
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Opus/ The NH
5446 Highway 290 West
Suite 301
Austin, re.as 1am
5121892-4870

XL

0
0
0
0

----------.,

PRICE

TOTAL

9.9~

11.95
9.95
11.95
5.95
6.95
10.00
18.00
9.95 .
9.95
9.95

0
0
0
0
0
D
0
0
0
Pim SI .50 per item for posllg't.and handling

Hail to:

Yisa/11C
Phone Olllen Welcome

•

m vnu av.

-l
I
I
I
I
I

-----

Grm Total ·

lbme
Addl!U _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City/Slate/lip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Allow « wales for dtlMrJ

--------------------------------------------------*••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••II
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••
•
•·
C RS>l-PIT
•
.

•

'

•

•••:
••e
:

.
.

•

-·

CARPET

Rug

•

Riot'

:

••
••
•:

•

Huge savings on hundreds of better
quality broadloom remnants.

•:•

•
.:

$79

:
:

Buys any rug
in the store

:

•

9'x12' to 12'x18'

•

Binding_Sale
Have any $79 rug bound
-for only $19

•
•
•

1981 Woodbury Ave.

:

:

•
••
••e
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
e
e
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
----------------------------------------------.....
• .
•

:

.
:

Consumer's Plaza Portsmouth
beside D'Angelo's
.

431-6355
--

.
:

ENROLL IN AMERIU:S
LARGEST MANAGEMENT
TRAINING
PROGRA
M.
Becoming an officer in today's Army-

.,.

which also includes the Army Reserve
and Army National Guard-requires
getting the right kind of management
and leadership training.
What's the best way to get it? By
enrolling in America's largest management training program-Army ROTC. .
In the Army ROTC ,4-year program,
you'll acquire discipline of mind apd spirit,
a·n d the ability to perform under pressure.We call it learning what it takes to lead.
It'll pay off, too. First, during your last
two years of college, when you'll start
receiving up· to $1,000 a year.
·A nd, most of all, on graduation day,
when you receive a commission along with
a college degree.
Contact:
ARMY ROTC.
Major Tom Taylor
BE ALL YOO CAN BE
Zais Hall Room203
•
862-1078
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Perkins. captures cross-cou ntry intrasqua d race
By Robert Arsenault
·Sall Perkins led the rest of

the women's cross-country team
and i~ ~lumnL t1!_i:_ough the

sodden College Woods in Saturday'_'.) alumni/ intrasquad

meet, winning the event in
18:17.
The women were split into
three teams for the meet. The
yellow team, captained by Perkins, finished second with 44
points. Kaki Seibert, a senior
running cross-country for the
second time, was the yellow's
second finisher in 19:02. Round.,
ing · out the scoring for the
yellow was Nancy Boulanger
(10), Christie Hendrich (14) and
Diane Cameron (15).
The winner of the meet was
the red ~earn with 28 points. All
five of ·t:he red scorers finished
in the top ten. Pacing them was
Patti Martin with a second place
rime of 18:27. Following Martin
were Liese Schaff, captain of the
red, in 18:51, freshman Cindi
Defrancesco, sixth, Sarah Garrett, eighth, and Tara Teevens,
ninth.
In third plac'e was the blue
team captained by its top finisher, senior Maureen Connors.
Connors, who suffered a stress
fracture and was unable to run
for three weeks during the
Righ.t to left) Liese Schaff, Patti Martin and Kaki Seibert placed in the top five in the women's month of August, captured fifth
place in 19: 13. Also scoring for
1 x-c.o untry intrasquad meet Saturday in the College Woods.(Robert Arsenault photo)
the blue were Dover native
Tracy Tuttle in seventh place,
Pam Bailey (11), Lynn Shellcross ( 12) and Beth Dutton ( 13).
Perkins said that she didn't
By Steve Langevin
matches, like the URI match last how important the doubles were
extend herself too much in this,
to us last season," said Berry.
Despite practicing for less year."
than a week the Wildcat men's
The newcomers expected to
"Even though we haven't had the first race of the season.
"I felt rec,.lly relaxed the whole
tennis ream swings into ,action have the most impact on the much time to prepare for the
today against the University of squad are Deari Lapierre and URI match most of the kids are way," said Perkins. "I was sixth
Rhode Island.
freshman Jason Neuman. Berry playing really well,"said Berry. at a mile and moved up into first
Last season the Wildcats expects those two to battle for "A win over URI would be a at 1Vi miles. The timers said my
splits looked pretty steady.''
shocked Rhode Island in Dur- the sixth and seventh singles ·great way to start the season."
ham when they bounced back positions and hasn't decided
from a 4-2 deficit after singles which will play in the sixth spot
to sweep the doubles and come against URI. The veteran whose
away with a 5-4 victory.
return bolsters the line-up is
With four of the six starters senior T.J. Hyman, who sat out
returning from last season the last season because of a knee
Wildcats are gunning for their injury. The previous season he
third straight winning season.
played at #2 singles and this year
The departure of graduated he will play at the #1 spot.
seniors Steve Noble and Mike
The rest of the line-up reMcMahon leaves vacancies at mains virtually the same as 'last
the first and six singles slots, season. Dave Hall opens in the
bur a pair of newcomers as well second singles slot, followed by
as the return of a veteran has Shaun Hassett, Dave Palumbo
UNH head coach Bob Berry and Christian Seibert.
guardedly optimistic.
Several of UNH's victories
"We'll do well as long as we last season were because of •
go into each match with the strong doubles' play and this
right ·attitude," Berry said. "If season won't be any different.
we go into Rhode Island think- Hyman teams with Hassett at
ing its going to be easy, we're the top doubles spot, with
going to get beat badly."
Palumbo and Seibert returning
"The reason for this ream's at second doubles and Hall and
success over the past two sea- Lapierre holding down the third
sons has been the chemistry slot.
between the players," added
"We've been putting as much
Berry. "That chemistry has -emphasis on doubles as singles
pull~d us through a lot of close again this year because we know

'M en's tennis season opens

'Tm glad it wasn't a fast race
because it.will be a long season,
and I don't want to burn out,"
Perkins continued. "There was
no pressure today; that was
great."
The only alumni competitor
was Mary Ellen Rose, dass of
'83. Rose finished fourth overall
with a time of 18:57 over the
5,000· meter course.
"I was really psyched to come
back," said Rose. "It felt good
to be running in the woods
again."
Also in attendance for the
alumni were Karen Dunn and
Anne Miller.. Neither competed
in the race, but both enjoyed the
day and seeing each other again.
"Before this, I hadrr' t seen Anne
for a couple of years," said Dunn,
who won a 10,000 meter race
in Manchester on Friday night.
Coach Nancy Krueger was
happy with the team's results
as a whole, and in particular
with Tuttle and Defrancesco,
the top freshmen in the race.
"This alumni meet is a good
race to get the kinks out,"
Krueger said._ indicating that
she told her team not to go all
out. "Today they ran to learn
the course and get a race under
their belts. They also get an idea
of where they plug into the
lineup."
Next Saturday the women
will have their first truly competitve meet against Brown,
Holy Cross and Keene State.
The Wildcats will attempt to
avenge last year's loss to the
Crusaders at that time.

---FIELD HOCKEY.--... .(continued from page 28)
most from."
at you."
In their first game of the
The women next take on the
season last Saturday against University of Vermont a week
Ma-ine where UNH came out from today before meeting
on top 7 -0, it seemed to be the number-two ranked Iowa Sept.
same.
21.
"We were scoreless for ten
'Tm very much looking forminutes," said Didio. "It wasn't ward to the next two games, "
until we put the ball in the net Didio said. "We fell short of
·that we relaxed."
accomplishing our two-game
But Didio is hardly worrying. goal; we'll have to use Vermont
"We're not going to let an well. Not, just to play well, but Junio.L· Dave Palumbo(above) will play at fourth single3
and team with Christian Seibert
early loss like this in the season · to feel the success of winning."
at
second
doubles
this
season
for
the
UNH
men's
tennis
team.(file
photo)
destroy our confidence. We' re
going to use it to our advantage."
As far as the standings are
concerned, Didio doesn't seem
worried here, either.
(continued from page 28)
"We have to deal with the
rankings as a challenge, not a tackle and fight tackle were going in were decided. Tom all performance," said Bowes. regular season Saturday when
pressure," she says. "A rank is going against Yale's starters."'
DeGasperis locked up the strong "We weren't perfect but' things they host the Lafayette Leopards
a favored position; you have to
Another facet that came out safety and Farrell the flanker went well, especially with our at Cowell Stadium. Last season
starters.''
use it as a challenge, because of the game was that the starting position.
UNH defeated Lafayette 21-7.
The Wildcats open
that's how it's going to come positions that were still open
"I was pleased with the over-

------------- -------FOO TBALL---- ------------- ---
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Sports
Field hockey squil:d · dominates but loses
,,

I

.- I

By J. Mellow
A heartbreaking 1-0 loss to
Northwestern'U niversity yesterday at Boston College, evened
the UNH women's field hockey
team's record at 1-1.
UNH was ranked third nationally going into the contest,
while Northwestern was fifth
in the NCAA pre-season poll.
Yet despite the ranking's
favor, it just seemed to be "one
of those days" for the Wildcat
women. Though UNH outshot
Northwestern 21-2, a goal from
N.U.'s Lorette Vorstman at
16:58 of the second half was all
it took to capture the game.
"The pressure was there,"
said UNH forward Mary Rogers
after the game. "The pressure
was definitely there."
"We'd been working on increasing the number of shots.
throughout the game, but today
it just wasn't there. ~ome shots
were posts, some were (goal)
line and then saved by the
defense ... We definitely dominated the game," .she continued,
"but they got the big one."
"We played well," said senior
co-captain Sandy VanderHeyden. "It was a loss, but there
were a lot: of good things that
happened. The offense played
well, it was on turf.. .it was a good
game."
"I think it's important to have
a ehallenge like this early in our
season," said UNH head coach
Marisa Didio. "You tend to
think when you lose. We have
to make sure this loss works to
our advantage."
As far as the team's development, it seems as though the
game may already have helped.
~·some of the goals we have,
have begun to develop," said
Didio. "We played very good
possession ball, our passing was
good. We created opportunities
and our defepse played well."
So what
im rovement?
-- needs
..
.

The third-ranked Wildcat women's field hockey team lost to fifth-ranked Northwestern 1-0 yesterday afternoon. UNH
had won its season opener Saturday against the University of~aine 7-0.(file photo)
"After Northwestern scored,
1

1

I don't feel we handled
it well.
1

:;et~~a~~'!nv:?ili~ c:5nff~~::
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"but it's the othet 25 percent
By Steve Langevin
that counts too."
"After they scored, we werIf Saturday"s scrimmage
en't playing the same game against Yale is an indieation of
emotionally at all; we weren't what's ahead for the UNH
all thinking the same way, we football team this season the
weren't thinking tactfully. It was · Wildcat'.s are going to be chalpanicky; we weren't playing lenging for the Yankee Conferpossession and territory like we ence Championship once again.
should. That's the part of the IF they stay healthy.
game I think we'll learn the
"I was very pleased with the
performance of the number one
offensive and ·defensive units, '

but the play of the back-ups
wa_§n't very impressive," said
UNH head coach Bill Bowes.
"Because Yale played its
starters the whole game it
created a mismatch against our
back-ups, but we expected them
to perform better than they did,"
said Bowes. "It would be naive
of us to think we can go through
the season injury-free, so we are
going to have to play some of
those reserves and they' re going
to have to get better."
With the starters in the game
on·offense and defense the 'Cats
rolled up a 3 i-3 lead midway
thru the third quarter, but Yale
rallied against UNH' s second
and third stringers to pull out
31-31 tie when thev scored a
touchdown with :43 remaining
in the game and added a twopoint conversion.
"We didn't go in there thinking of it as a game," said Bowes.
"We planned to play our starters
for no more than part way thru
the third quarter and stuck with
it. If we had left our first groups
in there I don't know how much
we would have won by."
The top UNH offensive unit
moved the ball up and down the
field, combining an explosive
running game with the steady
passing of quarterback Rich
Byrne. The first score came with
12:10 left in the first quarter
when Byrne, scrambling to
avoid the Yale rush, found
fullback Mike Shriner with a
short pass. Shriner eluded one
tackler, ran over another wouldbe tackler and then picked up
key blocks downfield from Andre Garron and flanker Bill
Farrell on his way to a 54-yard
UNH tailback Andre Garron(35) ran for 126 yards in the first half of the sc~immage against touchdown.
A field goal by Eric Facey and
Yale Saturday. The Wildcats and Yale ended up in a 31-31 tie.(file photo)

touchdown runs of 24, 16 and
three yards by reserve tailback
Scott Perry gave the Wildcats
a 31-3 lead. Perry came off the
bench to spell the starter Garron
and showed he can be counted
on as he carried the ball 15 times
for 91 yards. Speaking of Garron, playing just the first half
he amassed 126 yards on only
14 carries.
Byrne was also impressive
connecting on 10 of 13 passes
for 139 yards and the touchdown
pass to Shriner. He spread out
his passes with no receiver
pulling in more than three
passes. Continued success in the
passing attack this season will
help open up the running game
that much more.
While the Wildcat offense
was racking up 326 total yards
in the first half the Wildcat
defense was shutting down the Yale attack, holding the Eli to
only 63 yards on 21 carries and
just 42 yards thru the air.
When the UNH starters
departed the.Yale passing game
came to life as quarterbacks
Mike Curtin and Kelly Ryan
ended up combining for 304
yards and four touchdown
passes. Curtin' s two TD passes
were a 43-yardet to Mike Stewart and a 35-yarder to Dave
White, while Ryan hooked up
with Tom Boasberg (22 yards)
and Kevin Moriarty (11 yards). ,
"Our pass defense wasn't that ·
good, but sometimes because
of a lack of a pass rush the
quarterbacks had all day to wait
for someone to get open," said
Bowes. "One reason for the lack
of pressure on the quarterback
was that our third string nose
FOOTBALL,' page 27

